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Dear friends,
I am very delighted to introduce a new
magazine Russia Digest by The Times
Group, which will be very useful to track
new developments in the special and
privileged strategic partnership between
Russia and India.
Historically, solid foundations of our
trusted and time-tested friendship such
as mutual support and respect as well as
shared priorities and values make our ties
resistant and adaptive to any challenges,
and at the same time open to new opportunities.
The spread of COVID-19 against all odds
made our cooperation even stronger. Our
combined efforts have created a model
partnership, which is responsive to
demands of the people of our two nations.
We have developed an exceptional
experience in providing mutual humanitarian assistance. After the Russian
vaccine Sputnik V has become a part of
the Indian immunisation drive getting
ready for mass production here, we are
moving further in collaborative research
and development of new anti-coronavirus
medications. Eventually, Sputnik V and its
variants could be jointly supplied to other
countries.
Along with that our close coordination in
the WHO, G20, WTO and BRICS, which India

is chairing in 2021, as well as in other fora
makes an effective, life-saving and nonpoliticised contribution to the efforts of
global community to defeat the pandemic.
On the international arena the strength
of our continuing partnership is cemented
in the common commitment to the just
and equal multipolar world based on
invariable backing the central role of the
UN, its Charter and international law. With
India being now a non-permanent
member of the UNSC, our dialogue is
getting further expanded on all the UNrelated issues and other vital global and
regional topics, including terrorism, nonproliferation, sustainable development,
democratisation of global governance,
climate change, etc. Russia reiterates its
support for the UNSC permanent
membership aspirations of India.

Afghanistan, naturally we prioritise the
task to expand a unified agenda in the
SCO, while keeping in mind the need to
go ahead with consolidating the potential
throughout the whole Eurasian space
in dealing with common challenges and
opportunities by pushing forward the
initiative of the Great Eurasian Partnership.
Bilaterally, we will continue our unique,
advanced and long-term engagements in
economy, trade, investments, finance,
energy, nuclear power, space, science and
technology, connectivity, culture and
vibrant people-to-people ties. Our trusted
defence partnership based on real
technology sharing and full correspondence with the Make in India programme
will be further extended alongside regular
combined exercises.

Highly appreciate the agenda set up by
the Indian Chairship in BRICS ensuring
continuity in promoting the process of
strengthening and reforming of the multilateral system, mobilising endeavours for
inclusive post-pandemic recovery,
bringing a new momentum in cooperation against terrorism by drafting the
Action Plan for implementation of the
BRICS Counterterrorism Strategy.

Importantly, in order to conform to our
ever-expanding agenda, new mechanisms
such as 2+2 ministerial format are being
established. Together with leaders-led
constant dialogue and other high-level
institutions such as Inter-Governmental
Commissions and consultations, it will
definitely take the Russian-Indian special
and privileged strategic partnership to
new horizons to the best interests of the
people of our two nations.

Sharing concerns and perspectives for
the regional security, including with regard
to the deteriorating situation in

Thus, let us follow new developments
together and look forward to new interesting editions of the Russia Digest!
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INDIA-RUSSIA TIES CAPABLE OF ADDRESSING
GLOBAL CHALLENGES
THE INTER-GOVERNMENTAL COMMISSIONS ON TRADE AND ECONOMIC COOPERATION AS WELL AS THE INDIA-RUSSIA
STRATEGIC ECONOMIC DIALOGUE REMAIN THE BACKBONE OF OUR ECONOMIC AND COMMERCIAL ENGAGEMENT
❚ D. B. Venkatesh Varma

Russia, similarly, has managed to demonstrate considerable macro-stability and
has shown considerable successes in not
only controlling inflation, but rapidly diversifying its economy, increasing life
expectancy and rapidly marshalling its
decades of scientific prowess to introduce
the world’s first anti- COVID vaccine in
the form of Sputnik-V.
Both countries have shown tremendous
strength following the COVID-19 outbreak,
but perhaps more importantly, have also
demonstrated the need of working multilaterally, together with partners globally
to address such global challenges. India
was already home to the world’s 60%
vaccine manufacturing capacity and the
collaboration with Russia on Sputnik-V
has proven to be a strong testimony to
our joint response. We expect a big
proportion of this vaccine to be manufactured in India not only for its domestic
needs, but also for global supplies.
Together, we can make COVID vaccines
more accessible and more affordable
to the world.
Indian economy has not only shown
resilience on ground but also in the minds
of the world’s leading financial bodies like
the IMF and World Bank. The International
Monetary Fund (IMF) sees India’s gross
domestic product(GDP) growing by 8.5
per cent, 160 basis points higher than its
earlier projection, in the next financial
year (2022-23), in which case, India would
become the most rapidly expanding large
economy in the world once again.

n 2020, India and Russia crossed a
special landmark in their bilateral
relations. The year marked the 20th
anniversary of the India-Russia strategic
partnership, and the 10th anniversary of
its elevation to a special and privileged
strategic partnership status. Foreign
Minister H.E Mr. Sergey Lavrov recently,
described this relationship as truly “very
close, very strategic, very special, and
very privileged”. And clearly, given the
depth and time-tested nature of this
partnership, this is no exaggeration.
External Affairs Minister Dr S. Jaishankar
paid an official visit to Moscow last month.

I
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Our strategic partnership is an important
factor in addressing various global
challenges. The long-standing convergence of interests, sensitivity to each
other’s core concerns, mutual respect
and trust shared by our leaders, Prime
Minster Narendra Modi and President
Vladimir Putin, has ensured that despite
radical changes in the global geopolitico-economic landscape, this time
trusted partnership will only become
stronger in the future. Since 2014,
President Putin and Prime Minister Modi
have met each other 19 times and just
in the last one year have spoken to each

other four times telephonically. We look
forward to welcoming President Putin
for the Annual Bilateral Summit later
this year.
The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed
India’s strength not only as a resilient
forward-looking economy, but a strong
center of innovative and inclusive
solutions to deal with global crises, as
well as a reservoir and promoter of global
talent, and as an active shaper of national
responses to global challenges, including
bringing stability to fragile global supply
chains of essential commodities.

Our security ties remain stronger than
ever. We are pleased with the Russia’s
positive reception to the path ahead of
joint production, joint research and development, joint manufacturing in defence
as well as civilian sectors. On the military
front, our countries have demonstrated
strategic partnership on the high-seas
with the 12th edition of exercise Indra
Navy held in the Baltic Sea on 28-29 July,
2021. The 12th edition of joint military
exercise Indira 2021 is being held in
Volvograd from August 1-13 with 250
personnel from both nations participating.
A 2+2 dialogue of foreign and defence
ministers will be launched later this year.
Space and nuclear sectors continue to
count among the success stories of our
relationship. The Kudankulam project was

Our leaders had set before us a bilateral
trade target of $30 billion by 2025. The
multiple restrictions posed to bilateral
movement of commodities during COVID19, affected many of our top trade
commodities to take an unfortunate but
expected hit in the early quarters of the
last year. However, interestingly, even
during the peak of the pandemic, trade
in many commodities registered a very
encouraging upswing. Further, figures
from early 2021 reveal a slow but certain
recovery in both our imports and exports.
Still, at $10.11 billion worth of bilateral
trade in financial year 2019-2020, we are
nowhere close to our recognised
potential, but we have put in motion a
series of institutional and procedural
processes to rapidly enhance this figure,
particularly, to promote Indian exports to
Russia which lag by about $3 billion.
❚ D. B. Venkatesh Varma,
Ambassador of India to Russia

INDIAN ECONOMY HAS NOT
ONLY SHOWN RESILIENCE ON
GROUND BUT ALSO IN THE
MINDS OF THE WORLD’S
LEADING FINANCIAL BODIES
LIKE THE IMF AND WORLD
BANK. THE INTERNATIONAL
MONETARY FUND (IMF) SEES
INDIA’S GROSS DOMESTIC
PRODUCT GROWING BY 8.5 PER
CENT, 160 BASIS POINTS
HIGHER THAN ITS EARLIER
PROJECTION, IN THE NEXT
FINANCIAL YEAR (2022-23), IN
WHICH CASE, INDIA WOULD
BECOME THE MOST RAPIDLY
EXPANDING LARGE ECONOMY
IN THE WORLD ONCE AGAIN.
the first beneficiary of India’s resumed
civil nuclear collaboration with international partners. The trilateral nuclear
cooperation that we both have with
Bangladesh also holds interesting possibilities. In space, the training of Indian
astronauts for the Gaganyaan Mission has
been reminiscent of Rakesh Sharma’s
flight into space. We are now encouraging
private players to collaborate in science
and technology sector.

Some steps taken towards this goal were
the commencement of negotiations in
August, 2020 for an India-EAEU Trade
Agreement, the operationalisation of a
Green Corridor and discussions on a
Bilateral
Investment
Protection
Arrangement. Simultaneously, increased
use of national currencies in bilateral
trade settlements and elimination of nontrade barriers to our major trade
commodities are being pursued on both
sides.
Over the past few years, in addition to
our traditional strengths in pharmaceuticals, agricultural products, electronics,
etc., we identified certain new sectors
for special emphasis. These include
railways, transport and logistics, civilian
ship building and repairs, inland
waterways, pharmaceutical and medical
devices, minerals, steel, chemicals,
including organic chemicals and petrochemicals, ceramics, specialty steel, agroindustries, timber, high technologies and
scientific research. We are also hoping
to further strengthen our trade in
fertilisers and coking coal sectors.
Further, we have also identified a whole
list of goods for new emphasis. These are
commodities that assume special importance in light of the revealed fragility of
critical supply lines during the early stages
of the pandemic, when the overdependence on certain centers of production
impacted many sectors of economies
globally.
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40 sector-specific business engagements
in virtual format during 2020 alone.
Energy sector in particular has been a
flagship of our commercial engagement.
Significant investments have already
been made by Indian companies in
Russia – Sakhalin being flag-bearer of
such successes. So far, Indian companies
have acquired stakes in 5 Russian
projects valued at about $15 billion. On
the other side, Rosneft, as a leader of
a consortium of investors in 2017,
acquired a 98% stake in India for an
investment valued at $12.9 bn. There
are other energy projects in many parts
of Russia being considered by Indian
companies. The opening of a dedicated
India Energy Office in Moscow with
representation from five top energy
public sector companies from India is a
strong testimony of India’s recognition
of Russia as a critical partner in ensuring
India’s energy security.
We would also hope that Russian
companies would partner in India’s
ambition to transform itself into a $5
trillion economy by 2025 from the
current level of $2.86 trillion. To achieve
this target, more than $1.4 trillion will
be invested in infrastructure development in India over the next five years.
We are working closely with Russian
partners to encourage them to take
advantage of the Production Linked
Incentive Scheme (PLI) which offers
companies incentives on incremental
sales from products manufactured in
India. Of the 13 sectors identified under
this scheme, Russian companies may
particularly be interested in Electronic
Components, Specialty Steel, Medical
Devices, Electronic/ Technology
Products, Telecom and Networking
Products, Food Products, Automobiles
and Auto Components, etc.

❚ Russian President Vladimir Putin and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi at EEF 2019 in Vladivostok

Last year, our companies- both public and
private maintained close contacts through
virtual mediums. We expect that with the
resumption of our physical connections,
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more and more companies would physically visit and convert these discussions
into concrete, commercial outcomes. Our
companies are actively exploring invest-

ments in Russia in energy, minerals, infrastructure and medical sectors and these
are just a few examples. We organised
with our Russian counterparts more than

I would also like to highlight the importance India has placed on connectivity
as the next big driver in our relationship,
not only physical, but commercial and
people-to-people contacts. The International North-South Transport Corridor
is moving forward towards regular
operationalisation. India has commissioned a commercial feasibility study of
the Eastern Maritime (Chennai-Vladivostok) Corridor, as an alternative to a
much longer, more expensive and more

WE WOULD ALSO HOPE THAT
RUSSIAN COMPANIES WOULD
PARTNER IN INDIA’S AMBITION
TO TRANSFORM ITSELF INTO A
US$5 TRILLION ECONOMY BY
2025 FROM THE CURRENT
LEVEL OF US$2.86 TRILLION. TO
ACHIEVE THIS TARGET, MORE
THAN US$1.4 TRILLION WILL BE
INVESTED IN INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA OVER
THE NEXT FIVE YEARS.
difficult shipping routes connecting India
to the Russian Far East.
India’s commitment to partnering in the
development of regions has moved
forward with respect to many regions
including the Russian Far East. 2019 saw
India’s Commerce & Industries Minister,
Petroleum & Natural Gas and Steel
Minister, Chief Ministers and delegations
from 5 Indian States visiting the region
with more than 200 companies/
businesspersons. All these, capped by the
historic visit of the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to Vladivostok in
September, 2019, revealed the importance India places on the region in its
longer term commercial and strategic
vision. Prime Minister announced a special
$1 bn. Soft credit line for commercial
projects in the Russian Far East. Operationalisation of this credit line will go a

ON THE CULTURAL SIDE, WE
ARE PLANNING TO ORGANISE A
HOST OF INDIA@75
CELEBRATIONS ACROSS THE
RUSSIAN FEDERATION. WE ALSO
EXPECT THE LAUNCH OF AN
INDIA TOURISM OFFICE IN
MOSCOW TO PROVIDE THE
MUCH-NEEDED BOOST TO
MOVEMENT OF TOURISTS
BETWEEN OUR COUNTRIES.
INTERACTION ON BUDDHISM
HAS EMERGED AS ANOTHER
PROMISING AREA OF MUTUAL
INTEREST FOR SCHOLARS.

long way in providing a much-needed
initial incentive for Indian companies to
invest in this region, and should by
example, spur much greater Indian
economic and commercial presence in
this region.
India is also fully conscious of Russia’s
strong presence in the Arctic. We look
forward to working closely with Russia in
the Arctic region and supporting it in its
role as the Chair of the Arctic Council
in 2021.
India has assumed the rotating Presidency
of the United Nations Security Council for
the month of August; during this period,
we shall look forward to working with our
Russian partners on our priority areas:
maritime security, peacekeeping, and
counterterrorism. Separately, we value
Russia’s unstinted support for India’s
permanent membership of the UN
Security Council.
On the cultural side, we are planning to
organise a host of India@75 celebrations
across the Russian Federation. We also
expect the launch of an India Tourism
Office in Moscow to provide the muchneeded boost to movement of tourists
between our countries. Interaction on
Buddhism has emerged as another
promising area of mutual interest for
scholars. A number of chairs of Indian
studies are being established. Both sides
have also agreed to upgrade their Working
Groups on Science and Technology to that
of a Joint Commission.
During this year, we expect a resumption
of intensive dialogue under both these
formats, as well as the conduct of the
meeting of the India-Russia Inter-Governmental Commission (IRIGC) co-chairs,
to lay the road map for the year ahead.
Similarly, we shall expect a strong
presence in the Eastern Economic Forum
in Vladivostok in September.
All of these mechanisms will feed into the
meeting of our leaders—President
Vladimir Putin and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi expected in the later part
of this year, who will together offer us
their vision for taking this partnership
to greater heights.
The writer is the Ambassador of India
to Russia
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RUSSIAN-INDIAN TIES AND THE NEW
COLD WAR

RUSSIA AND INDIA: NATURAL PARTNERS IN
BUILDING A DIGITAL WORLD

EXPERTS AND POLITICIANS ARE NOW INCREASINGLY TALKING ABOUT A “NEW COLD WAR”. ITS
CONTOURS ARE STILL VAGUE, THE PARTICIPANTS HAVE NOT BEEN DETERMINED EITHER: WHILE
WASHINGTON IS OPENLY PREPARING TO CONTAIN CHINA, BEIJING STUBBORNLY DECLARES ITS
UNWILLINGNESS TO BE DRAWN INTO A NEW ROUND OF THE STRUGGLE FOR WORLD HEGEMONY

GIVEN THE CONSISTENT STRIVING OF BOTH COUNTRIES FOR SOVEREIGNTY, ADHERENCE TO INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE PRINCIPLES OF NON-INTERFERENCE IN THE INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF OTHER
COUNTRIES—RUSSIA AND INDIA ARE NATURAL PARTNERS IN THE FORMATION OF A NEW DIGITAL
WORLD
Lydia Kulik

Alexey Kupriyanov

his dispute concerns Russia and
India directly. The United States is
extremely negative about any steps
by Moscow aimed at partial restoration
of its positions after the geopolitical catastrophe of the early 90s. In Washington’s
view, Russia is firmly labeled as a
“revisionist power” just like China, which
is trying to convert its economic
successes into political influence. Unsurprisingly, the sanctions that the United
States has repeatedly imposed on Russia
are pushing it closer and closer to Beijing.
At the same time, the unresolved SinoIndian border dispute and China’s
economic expansion are forcing New
Delhi to seek strategic partners among
countries that fear the growth of Chinese
power and to move closer to the United
States, Japan and Australia. Until now,
Moscow and New Delhi have managed
to maintain the friendship that arose in
Soviet times; but how will it develop
further?

T

Objectively, neither Russia nor India is
interested in entering a new Cold War and
pulling the chestnuts out of the fire for
the superpowers. No matter which
country wins this Cold War, the last thing
it will be bothered about are the interests
of its junior partners and allies. And if
there is an opportunity to conclude a
profitable peace at their expense, it will
use such opportunity. Its possible to avoid
the dangers of the Cold War just by
maintaining strategic autonomy. This does
not preclude multi-alignment, but only as
long as our interests are not made
dependent on the interests of others.
So, it is necessary to develop economic
ties between Russia and India, because
this is the only way to avoid becoming
dependent on foreign creditors, who will
sooner or later begin demanding political
loyalty in exchange for their money. In
order to increase trade turnover, it is
8 Russia Digest August 2021

SO, IT IS NECESSARY TO
DEVELOP ECONOMIC TIES
BETWEEN RUSSIA AND INDIA,
BECAUSE THIS IS THE ONLY WAY
TO AVOID BECOMING
DEPENDENT ON FOREIGN
CREDITORS, WHO WILL SOONER
OR LATER BEGIN DEMANDING
POLITICAL LOYALTY IN
EXCHANGE FOR THEIR MONEY.
necessary to develop already existing
transport corridors (North-South and
Chennai-Vladivostok, which is of particular
interest) and lay new ones. It is necessary
to speed up negotiations on concluding
the FTA agreement between the EAEU
and India: this will help Indian pharma
companies to enter the markets of Russia,
Belarus, Armenia and Central Asian
countries. An important task is to increase
mutual investment, including in Russian
projects in the Arctic and the Far East,
and for this it is necessary to purposefully
work with potential investors. In order to
attract them, it is necessary to provide
them with full information about the
projects. Russian and Indian experts and
academicians could play an important
role in these activities. But these measures
alone are unlikely to be enough to ensure
the rapid growth of trade. The structure
of the economies of Russia and India has
changed dramatically since Soviet times.
Decades ago, the Soviet Union, having the
second largest economy in the world,
helped India develop its heavy industry
and bought Indian goods at a loss, now
the Indian economy is ahead of the
Russian one. So, new approaches are
required.
One of them should be cooperation in
third world countries. We have several

examples of this cooperation: the
construction of the Rooppur nuclear
power plant in Bangladesh, which is
being carried out jointly by Russia and
India, and the possible sale of the
Brahmos missile, the result of the joint
work of Russian and Indian engineers,
to the Philippines. Others are expanding
cooperation to previously unexplored
areas, such as the blue economy, where
Russia has a wealth of experience left
over from Soviet times, and India has a
need for this experience. Finally, great
potential lies in seemingly well-known
areas of cooperation, such as the arms
trade: India is now increasingly interested in high-tech systems, including
maritime ones, and Russia often loses
contracts simply because it cannot
offer anything.
But the most important thing to work
on is strategic trust and understanding.
We have a big advantage: our shared
history. Russia and India have never
fought or been in conflict with each
other; instead, they have helped each
other in times of need. Common people
of our countries treat each other well,
which means a lot. It is important that
current and future political elites understand that your strategic ally is not
someone with whom you have the
same interests at the moment, and not
someone with whom you share the
same values. Interests can change, and
values can be interpreted as desired.
Your strategic ally is someone whose
views on the world of the future
coincide with yours. The views of Russia
and India are the same. It is important
to maintain this shared understanding
of our future.
(The author is Head of the Group on
South Asia and the Indian Ocean
Region, Center for
Asia Pacific Studies, IMEMO RAS)

igital transformation is one of the
top priorities for the Russian
government. This was reflected in
the appointment of Mikhail Mishustin as
prime minister in January 2020. Prior to
this appointment, tech-savvy M.
Mishustin headed the Federal Tax Service,
where he managed to overhaul the work
of this department on completely new
digital principles in a rather short time.
Russia has developed the National
Technological Initiative, a long-term
programme aimed at ensuring Russia’s
leadership on the emerging high-tech
markets. The country is now preparing
to test and deploy 5G networks, and the
national programme, ‘Digital Economy’,
is currently under implementation.

D

Digital transformation and expansion
of knowledge economy has been one of
the priorities for India too. Regretfully,
India’s experience with digitisation is not
very well-known in Russia. A recently
published study by the SKOLKOVO
Institute for Emerging Markets Studies
titled ‘India Goes Digital. From local
phenomenon to global influencer’ aims
to fill in this gap. A number of features
distinguish India’s digitisation from the
digital developments in other countries.
One such distinctive characteristic is the
role of the state, which lays the
foundation for the digital turnaround of
the country through creation of important
digital platforms and keeping them
available to the citizens and businesses
as a public good. As a result of these
comprehensive efforts, the digital
economy is expected to account for 1823% of India’s GDP by 2025.
It is well-known that economic cooperation between Russia and India lags
behind the level of their expanded
political partnership. Now that both
countries’ fastest-growing companies
are directly involved in digital technology,

ONE SUCH DISTINCTIVE
CHARACTERISTIC IS THE ROLE
OF THE STATE, WHICH LAYS THE
FOUNDATION FOR THE DIGITAL
TURNAROUND OF THE
COUNTRY THROUGH CREATION
OF IMPORTANT DIGITAL
PLATFORMS AND KEEPING
THEM AVAILABLE TO THE
CITIZENS AND BUSINESSES
AS A PUBLIC GOOD
the digital sector can contribute significantly to the qualitative breakthrough in
bilateral economic ties. Although Russian
and Indian IT industries have evolved differently, new complementarities and new
opportunities for collaboration are
emerging. Despite tough competition,
technology from Russia is in demand in
India. Russian business community also
grows to understand, that India should not
be viewed solely as a potential sales
market. It is necessary to work with India
as a valuable partner. India welcomes
foreign businesses that help address the
country’s challenges without aggravating
its problems. India offers incentives to
localise production and has unique
experience in scaling low-margin products
and services. Importantly, the Indian
business is going global fearlessly and can
help Russian solutions enter international
markets. The two countries have the
potential for cooperation in deep
technologies such as artificial intelligence,
big data and analytics, machine learning,
smart energy infrastructure, smart logistics,
photonics and new materials, microelectronics and semiconductors, as well as
blockchain and financial technologies. An
important element of support from the
governments on both sides could be the
establishment of so-called regulatory

sandboxes, where experimental legal
regimes could facilitate cross-pollination
and testing of ideas between technology
companies from India and Russia.
Digital transformation has certain foreign
policy aspects. In the new digital world,
national sovereignty depends on
technology more than ever before;
securing critical infrastructure is becoming
difficult, while the environment where
people, businesses and governments
operate is more and more permeable.
In response to growing digital threats and
in the absence of comprehensive international regulation, cyberspace is turning
increasingly hostile and regional. It is in
the interests of both Russia and India to
work jointly so as not to find themselves
on different technological cluster-continents in the near future. Russia is
advocating for broad international
consensus under the auspices of the
United Nations on the principles of international law governing cyberspace. On 29
June 2021, Russia proposed a new draft
UN Convention on countering the use of
information and communications
technologies for criminal purposes. Given
the consistent striving of both countries
for independence, sovereignty, adherence
to international law and the principles
of non-interference in the internal affairs
of other countries, Russia and India are
natural partners in the formation of a new
digital world. Strengthening the technological angle in the strategic partnership
between Russia and India and stepping
up joint efforts in the field of digital
technology will benefit not only Russia
and India but also the international
community as a whole.
(The author is the Head of India Studies
at the SKOLKOVO Institute for
Emerging Markets Studies, Research
Fellow at RAS Institute of Oriental
Studies and Expert at the Russian
International Affairs Council)
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COVID-19 VACCINE DIPLOMACY: THE RUSSIAN WAY
RUSSIA’S SPUTNIK V, THE FIRST COVID-19 VACCINE REGISTERED GLOBALLY, HAS BEEN A SUBJECT OF FASCINATION
AND CRITICISM. YET TO BE APPROVED BY WHO AND EUROPEAN REGULATORS, THE JAB IS BEING MANUFACTURED BY
14 COUNTRIES AND HAS BEEN ORDERED BY AT LEAST 45 COUNTRIES
❚ Ksenia Kondratieva

noted that the industry has taken a
tremendous leap forward over this past,
difficult year.
“Our country, as a country with the
potential to deploy additional production
facilities, had to ensure the country’s drug
security in the shortest possible time, and
that’s what we did. Our advantage was the
availability of scientific developments based
on which we were the first in the world to
roll out a vaccine. And this experience
should be taken into account for the future,
as part of Russia’s Pharma-2030 Strategy.
Pharmaceutical companies must continue
research and development, while the state
must provide comprehensive support for
such activities,” he added.
In 2020, Russia stunned the world by rolling
out Sputnik V—also known as Gam-COVIDVac—the first COVID-19 vaccine to be registered globally. By now, the vaccine has
been approved for use in nearly 70
countries, including India, Brazil, Argentina,
Hungary, and many others. Over half of
these countries have already signed supply
contracts with Russia, although the exact
numbers are unavailable because of
nondisclosure agreements.

he development and global transformation of the healthcare sector
in the wake of the COVID-19
pandemic was one of the key themes of
Saint Petersburg International Economic
Forum (SPIEF) 2021—the massive global
event, known as the Russian Davos,
organised by Russia in the city of St.
Petersburg annually since 1997, with the
exception of 2020, when the event was
called off due to the pandemic.

T

SPIEF 2021 was the first business event of
such magnitude to be held offline since
the unavoidable break caused by COVID19. The four-day event brought together
more than 13,500 participants from 141
countries—government officials, politicians, business leaders and experts. More
than 1,000 media outlets from 46 countries
covered the event.
The very fact that it had been possible
to hold such a high-profile event during yet
10 Russia Digest August 2021

another outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic
across many countries was highlighted by
many Russian and international commentators as a sign of return to normalcy in
terms of partnerships and engagement
between entrepreneurs, investors, and
experts.
The conference is a “long-awaited and
symbolic event for the whole world,” said
Igor Maksimetsev, rector of St. Petersburg’s
State University of Economics. “The staging
of SPIEF symbolises the renewal of the
economy and social life, having overcome
the challenges of quarantine.”
“We have succeeded in holding a Forum
which has been engaging, far-reaching,
and above all, safe. SPIEF has yet again
upheld its status as a unique international
event and the world’s biggest and most
progressive business platform to discuss
key issues facing the regional and global
economy,” said Advisor to the President

of the Russian Federation and Executive
Secretary of the SPIEF Organising
Committee, Anton Kobyakov.

Various estimates suggest that Russia has
already supplied Sputnik V to over 45
countries. According to Bloomberg’s calculations, Russia has delivered 17 million, or
less than 2%, of the promised 896 million
doses to other countries.
The demand for Russia-developed vaccine
is growing despite Sputnik V and its one-

dose sibling, Sputnik Light, yet to receive
approval for emergency use from the World
Health Organisation (WHO) and the
European Medicines Agency (EMA), which
is crucial for widespread distribution
through the COVID-19 Vaccines Global
Access (COVAX) initiative, with deadlines
for the approval being pushed forward
repeatedly.
The Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF),
which financed the development of Sputnik
V and markets it abroad, is expecting to
produce 1.6 billion doses in 2021 through
agreements with 25 manufacturing facilities in 14 countries.
Indeed, several states across Latin America,
Africa, South Asia and the Middle East have
emerged as important manufacturing
partners for Sputnik V manufacturing since
producing vaccines locally has been
considered as the only effective option
rather than Russia attempting to create
the capacity to manufacture the required
number of doses to fulfill its contractual
obligations. And India’s role here can’t
be overstated.
Manufacturing hub
In September 2020, just a month after
Sputnik V rollout was announced by Russia,
RDIF inked a partnership with Indian
drugmaker Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd.
(DRL) to conduct clinical trials and distribution of Sputnik V vaccine in India and
further supply over 100 million doses of
the vaccine.
A year down the line, RDIF has agreements

Vax in the spotlight
It was not surprising that COVID-19 was at
the center of all the discussions at the
forum, and those dedicated to healthcare
particularly. On the first day of SPIEF, over
300 senior government officials, business
leaders, and experts discussed the
challenges and opportunities for the
healthcare industry the pandemic
highlighted at the Drug Security Forum
held for the first time as a part of the SPIEF
2021 program.
“The pandemic was a test for the pharmaceutical industry in all countries. All over
the world, demand has increased for the
same drugs and medical products. The
previously civilised market has suddenly
become very feverish,” said Mikhail
Murashko, Russia’s Minister of Health. He

❚ RDIF CEO Kirill Dmitriev and Health Minister of Russia Mikhail Murashko at SPEIF 2021 session

with seven Indian pharmaceutical
companies in India, namely Gland Pharma,
Hetero Biopharma, Panacea Biotec, Stelis
Biopharma, Virchow Biotech, Morepen
and Serum Institute of India (SII), being
the latest, for manufacturing of Sputnik V
locally. RDIF aims at producing more than
850 million doses per year in India;
according to RDIF CEO, Kirill Dmitriev, these
will be available for the domestic market
as well as globally to speed up the
worldwide vaccination campaign.
“As the pandemic is far from over and
new, more dangerous variants of coronavirus are being detected in various
regions of the world, RDIF is increasing
capacities for the production of Sputnik
V in India, one of the key hubs,” Dmitriev
said.
The agreement with SII, the world’s
largest vaccine manufacturer by volume,
is a major step to substantially increase
Sputnik V production capabilities demonstrating “a perfect example of joining
forces and expertise to save lives both
in India and around the world,” Dmitriev
added while commenting on the development in mid-July. “With technology
transfer underway, we expect the first
batches of the vaccine to be produced
jointly with SII in the coming months,”
he assured.
Given that several states that had opted
for Sputnik V earlier have complained
about the inability of RDIF to deliver on
its promises, with Guatemala demanding
that Russia return the money it had
received for the jab, being able to kick
off the manufacturing process in India
will be crucial for RDIF, experts point out.
The Russian fund is also expecting the
Indian government to give approval for
other Russian vaccines, first of all, the
single-component Sputnik Light, and
some Indian companies are gearing up
to produce the new vaccines. Sputnik
Light is the first component (recombinant
human adenovirus serotype number 26
(rAd26)) of Sputnik V. Sputnik Light
demonstrated 79.4% efficacy according
to analysed data taken from 28 days after
the injection was administered. Some of
the countries that have approved Sputnik
Light vaccine over the past month include
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Congo and
Mongolia among others.
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ounded in 1997, Pharmasyntez Group of Companies is now
one of the largest and fastest-growing pharmaceutical
companies in Russia. The company’s five plants produce more
than 170 types of medicines, including those for the treatment
of COVID-19. In autumn, the company plans to launch production
of Sputnik Light coronavirus vaccines at its facilities. In an
interview with Russia Digest, the founder and president of
Pharmasyntez, Vikram Punia spoke about the challenges for
the industry in light of the coronavirus pandemic and shared
his vision for expanding cooperation between Russia and India
in the pharmaceutical sector.

F

In the 1990s, you started a business
in Russia from scratch. Now,
Pharmasyntez is one of the largest
Russian pharmaceutical companies.
What is the secret of your personal
success and the success of your brainchild?
I will try to put it very briefly. Perhaps the
whole success lies in the fact that my
team and I have accurate, positive and
original ideas. This is the first thing. The
second is that we are not afraid to
implement them. We don’t fear that
something may not work out or there
might be some failures along the way. We
work hard. I am working 12-14 hours a
day. And, of course, the combination of
these factors is what makes us successful.

VIKRAM PUNIA:
THE RISING STAR OF RUSSIAN
PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
THE FOUNDER OF ONE OF RUSSIA’S LARGEST DRUG MAKERS, PHARMASYNTEZ, SAYS COVID-19
HIGHLIGHTED BOTH THE WEAKNESS AND STRENGTH OF THE PHARMA INDUSTRY GLOBALLY AND
FOCUSING ON FUNDAMENTAL SCIENCES AND R&D IS THE KEY TO PREPARE FOR THE FUTURE
PANDEMIC
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In these difficult times, when the
world is battling the COVID-19
pandemic, what are the major
challenges that you, as a founder and
president of a large pharma company,
are facing?
During the pandemic, the main
challenge turned out to be the increased
level of responsibility. On the one hand,
COVID-19 has become a problem for the
entire country and for our facilities specifically: people started getting sick. At the
same time, we have a huge responsibility
to provide the whole country with
medicines. During the pandemic, we have
increased the production of antiviral drugs

tenfold, and the production of antibiotics
has also increased by several times.
Let’s take a simple thing like injectable
paracetamol. It turned out that we were
the only company in Russia to produce
this solution during the pandemic. When
a person gets infected and cannot take
pills, paracetamol can only be administered intravenously, and if it was not for
the Pharmasyntez Group of Companies,
I do not know how it would be possible
for Russia to make it through without
paracetamol.
Not to mention the crucial therapeutic
medicines against COVID-19. We have
done a lot of work on clinical trials of
Favipiravir and Remdesivir. I can say that
we are probably the only pharmaceutical
company in the country that has such
a robust portfolio of these kinds of drugs.

You also went ahead with a
compulsory licensing of Remdesivir?
Yes, we realised that it would be very
difficult to treat COVID-19 patients without
this particular drug, and we took the risk—
we conducted clinical trials of this drug,
and spent, from my mind, about 200
million roubles ($2.7 mln). We understood
that the drug was under a patent
protection, but we also realised that
people would definitely need it. And it
turned out to be true: there was no
original drug. We are the only ones who

conducted clinical trials, and we are the
only ones who could provide the country
with the right amount of the right drug at
the right time. We submitted our proposal
to the government, and the Administration
of the President, the government
supported us, and before the new year
we received a compulsory licence for
Remdesivir. As you can see, the country
has enough supply of this medicine at the
moment. In other words, we have
provided the entire country with enough
medicine. By the way, during the last wave
of the pandemic in India, the government
has requested us to produce quite a large
amount of this drug and help India. We
have shipped a large amount of this
medicine as humanitarian aid which was
comparable to the volume of American
aid to India. We have supplied 4.5 lakh
packages.
Incidents of mucormycosis, a fungal
infection, are being increasingly
reported in India. As far as we know,
Pharmasyntez also makes antifungal
drugs. Can they be used to treat this
disease, and is the possibility of
supplying these drugs to India being
discussed?
Of course, we can supply these medicines,
and our production volumes are also large.
Pharmasyntez is now a powerful company
not only only in Russia. It also ranks among
the 500 largest pharmaceutical companies
in the world. If the government asks us
to do so, we will certainly produce the
required amount of the drug quickly.

The Russian government?
The Russian government first of all, but
we can also supply directly to the Indian
government upon their request. There are
no problems with patents or other formalities. We can work directly with both the
Indian government and private customers.

Last year, you were confidently saying
that several vaccines will be created
globally by fall, including in Russia.
Fortunately, your predictions were
correct. Moreover, your company will
produce the Sputnik Light vaccine at
your facility in St. Petersbourg. Where
did yourconfidence in the Russan
vaccine come from?
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in this direction, it is also some kind of an
evolutionary process, and the virus
appeared as part of this evolutionary
process. On the other hand, the coronavirus, of course, is not like anything else,
although it is also an RNA virus of the
same family, but it works very differently
from all the viruses that we have encountered before.

Firstly, I have been working in the
healthcare and pharmaceutical industry
for 25 years. Therefore, what I said was
not based on just intuition, but on the trials
that were being conducted at that time.
Secondly, we have already produced three
batches, started the production process,
and already filed these samples and
documentation to the N. F. Gamaleya
National Research Center for registration.
At the same time, we are beginning to
work on the industrial batches at the
moment. I think that by the end of the
third quarter, or by the fourth quarter at
the latest, we will start industrial deliveries of Sputnik Light not only for the
Russian market, but also for the global
markets.
Are you planning to supply Sputnik
Light to India, or will it be produced
there?
For us, India is the same country as any
other where there will be a need for a
vaccine. I will be very happy to supply
Sputnik Light to India, maybe even before
any other country, to meet the demand
of the Indian market.
Are you vaccinated yourself?
Yes, I got vaccinated last August with
Sputnik V.
That is, immediately after the registration of the vaccine?
Yes, immediately after registration, among
the first ones. But time passed, and in
April, I no longer had any antibodies, so
I was revaccinated with the “KoviVak”
vaccine developed by Chumakov Federal
Research and Development Center for
Immunobiological Drugs.
Do you have any plans to manufacture
the Chumakov Center vaccine or a
vaccine by the “Vector” State Scientific Center for Virology and Biotechnology?
We’ll wait and see. It’s hard to talk about
it now. I think we could talk about this
in the fourth quarter.
You know that there are a lot of anti-
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vaccination skeptics in Russia, as well
as in India, and this is largely one of
the reasons why the pandemic is still
not slowing down. Would you
encourage them to get vaccinated?
Absolutely. The vaccine has now been
tested in terms of effectiveness and safety,
and quite a lot of time has passed. Terrible
things happen in hospitals to the people
who start getting sick or are already sick
And if now these people who are against
vaccination were asked this question,
they would agree to be vaccinated a
hundred times and a hundred times regret
why they did not do it in advance. After
all, all the possibilities there were, and
it was possible not to bring themselves
to such a state. It is just horrible when
people do not fully understand and decide
for themselves that it is harmful, that there
might be some adverse side effects at
some point. But vaccination was there all
my life, the vaccine by the Gamaleya
Center, or the one by Chumakov Center
are both proven technologies, a platform.
Therefore, if anyone is willing to listen
to me, I would like to say with conviction:
get vaccinated, friends and colleagues.
This is salvation.
The WHO warned about the possibility of a pandemic earlier, but the
world was still not ready for it. And
now experts are talking about the
possibility of a new pandemic in the
near future. Do you think it is possible
to prepare for the next pandemic?

Now it seems impossible for me to make
any predictions regarding the new
pandemic. There are different forecasts
of scientists and doctors, including those
by WHO. As for whether we can be
ready—Alexander Ginzburg, director of
Gamaleya Center, said that if a new strain
appears, we will be ready to come up with
a new vaccine in a 3-to-4-month time
frame. So, in that sense we can prepare.
I don’t know how else to prepare. If you
mean to buy and stock a huge amount of
flour—this is completely unnecessary and
useless. I believe that we need to prepare
mostly by making progress in fundamental
sciences, so that if something new
appears, we are able to develop a
response to this infection fairly quickly.

Recently, the idea that the COVID19 is of artificial origin has been circulating in the public space. What do
you think about it?
It is very difficult to say whether this is
true or not. I think a real investigation
is needed. If the coronavirus is indeed
of laboratory origin, then it seems to me
that the problem is bigger and scarier
than we currently think. Therefore, it is
necessary, of course, to wait for the results
of the investigation that is underway. In
any case, everything will fall into place
sooner or later, and we will understand
how everything truly happened. But then
again, there is avian flu and swine flu—
they also did not exist before. If you look

Most of the drugs produced by
Pharmasyntez are generics. I myself
have repeatedly encountered situations where doctors told me during
an appointment: “Don’t take Russianmade generics, they are ineffective,
buy a foreign original drug.” How
competent are such judgments? Is
there a problem of effective and
ineffective generics, and how does
one understand when to take the
original drug and when to use a
generic?
I believe that such an approach is
completely wrong. It is not true that a
Russian-made generic drug is ineffective.
It is the same drug as the imported analog.
There are cases, when drugs from small
manufacturers that do not meet certain
requirements, appear on the shelves. In
this case, of course, I believe that people
should contact the relevant authorities.
But such things are happening less and
less often now, control over drugs being
sold in the market has become tougher.
At the same time, the belief that imported

products are better is not true, it does not
match reality.
I, for example, do not see any difference
between the original drugs and the drugs
of Pharmasyntez company. When I or my
children are ill, we always use medicines
of our own production, and not an original
drug, because I sincerely trust the quality
of my drugs. Moreover, if doctors persuade
you to purchase an imported drug, they
refer you to a specific manufacturer. This
is a certain scheme, which, by the way,
hinders the development of the Russian
pharmaceutical industry.
You said that your dream is to
produce original drugs. What kind of
innovative drugs are you manufacturing already, or planning to?
First of all, oncological diseases. We have
several drugs. One drug, PF-114, is already
in the third phase of clinical trials. We are
also developing a drug in the field of surgery,
which is undergoing the third phase in
Russia, and we have now submitted it to
the Food and Drug Administration of the
United States to obtain approval for the
first phase of clinical trials. It is also, by the
way, a unique, and very crucial drug for
preventing postoperative lesions.
We currently have several drugs that are
candidates for becoming the next generation of antiretroviral drugs. And, of
course, we are working on an antiviral

drug. Soon I think we will enter the first
phase of clinical trials. I really expect that
we will get good results; we have a
candidate drug that exceeds the effectiveness of Remdesivir against COVID-19
by ten times. By the way, I haven’t
mentioned the anti-diabetes drug in our
innovative drugs portfolio yet, because
we are, in my opinion, the only company
that has an innovative drug in ours—
’Saterex’ (gozogliptin). We are now registering it in other countries too. It got
included in the Vital and essential drug’s
list (VED) in Russia. We also produce an
antituberculosis drug ‘Perkhlozon’.
Today, innovation is the main priority for
Pharmasyntez. And we invest much more
in new developments than in expanding
the generics portfolio, because now there
are a lot of small companies, working in
the generics segment in the country, and
they are doing a good job in this. I am sure
that big companies should now take a
course towards innovations.
How do you assess the cooperation
between Russia and India in the
pharmaceutical industry, and has the
pandemic provided an additional
strength to this cooperation?
As for cooperation in the pharmaceutical
industry, the situation in Russia and India
has changed a lot over the past 15 years.
Previously, the model of cooperation used
to be supplying generics. That is, traditionally, India has supplied a huge number
of generic drugs to Russia. Now the
Russian industry has taken a huge step
forward, and today, Russia itself can
produce any generic drug. Over the past
ten years, a quarter of a trillion roubles
have been invested in the pharmaceutical industry. About 50 new plants have
been built, and the same number of plants
have been modernised. And in general,
the competence of the Russian pharmaceutical industry has risen very strongly.
Therefore, it is now important to change
the model of cooperation and leave the
old model in the past. A new kind of
cooperation, in my opinion, should be
based around original ideas and original
products that India is very much capable
to offer. It is important for Indian
companies to offer Russia new ideas, new
drugs or those drugs that are needed in
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a kind of business idea or product that
Russia has a demand for.

Russia, those technologies, that Russia is
lacking and in which Indian companies
have an edge. This model will work. Not
everyone is aware of this today, but this
is the right strategy.

As for Russian investment in India, I think
there are lots of opportunities, especially in
the field of metallurgy, fertilisers, and energy.
India has a very large domestic market, unlike
Russia. And Russian enterprises could meet
their needs in many ways, including localising their production in India. I hope that
the present scenario will change, and Russian
companies will also come to India. In any
case, we will operate within the framework
of our Business Council.

What are the most demanded
medicines in Russia at the moment?
And what are the technologies and
innovations that India would be in
the position to offer?
I think that the Indian pharmaceutical
industry and pharmaceutical enterprises
need to analyse the Russian market. India
is very strong in substances. It would be
possible to develop the fundamental
production of pharmaceutical substances.
In five years, there will also be no niche
for the production of pharmaceutical
substances, because the Russian pharmaceutical industry is moving forward very
quickly.
Are you planning to localise your
production in India?
I do not have such plans at the moment,
because we currently have a number of
working projects that need to be
completed. But with the transition to an
innovative business model, I do not rule
out localising our manufacturing in India.
Take, for example, the innovative drug,
Serogard, for the prevention of postoperative lesions developed together with
the Irkutsk Institute of Surgery. The drug
must be produced in huge volumes. And
I don’t rule out localising the production
of this drug in India.
Do you intend to implement joint R&D
with
Indian
pharmaceutical
companies, as India positions itself
as the “pharmacy of the world”?
Such developments already exist. For
example, we are now working very
closely with Emcure. They have a very
strong R&D. They localise and transfer
their technologies and we implement
them. There is a younger but very
advanced Indian company, BDR. They are
also thinking about investing in innovative
drugs. We also have a very good
agreement with Hetero. In order to
become innovative, you need to start
working in this direction. We are also
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cooperating with Indian companies,
especially in the field of pharmaceutical
substances production.
At the Bratsk plant, we have implemented quite a lot of technologies
adopted from India, but these are not
simple generics, these are pharmaceutical substances that Russia needs.
Is there a problem with human
resources in the Russian pharmaceutical industry?
A huge one.
Do your businesses employ Indians?
How much promise do you see in the
idea of attracting Indian specialists
to Russia?
We do get help from Indian specialists
from time to time, mainly when we
implement technology transfer project
with our Indian partners, but Indian
citizens do not work for us on a
permanent basis. Specialists trained in
India may be in demand in Russia—they
can bring knowledge and experience, and
train local personnel here.
In Russia, there is the following problem:
a person gets specialised training,
becomes a pharmacist, and goes to work
in a pharmacy. Not everyone thinks that
the pharmaceutical faculty is also about
pharmaceutical industry and pharmaceutical production. However, the
mentality is changing now, and, for
example, we are training students specifically for pharmaceutical production. This

year, six students will receive special
education in St. Petersburg and Irkutsk
and will start working in Pharmasyntez
company.
To answer your question, there are
prospects for attracting Indian talents,
and we are indeed attracting them. I think
that it is important to bring specialists
who already have at least ten years of
experience in the pharmaceutical
industry.

You are a member of the Board of
the Business Council for Cooperation
with India. The issue of not being
familiar with markets of each other
is one of the key issues in RussianIndian economic relations. Could you
brief us on what efforts the Council
is making and what, in your opinion,
needs to be done to radically change
this.
To be honest, because of COVID-19,
we had to stop meeting and communicating as actively as before. But we
need to change the mentality, in
general, not only in the pharmaceutical
industry, but also in other areas,
such as: mechanical engineering, textiles,
information technology. Russia is not the
same country as it used to be many years
ago. And in order to cooperate with
Russia, Indian entrepreneurs need to
introduce something new and original,
which is currently not available in Russia.
Of course, supplies of tea, coffee, and
textiles are needed, but this will not help
in building a large business enterprise.
Also, one needs to enter the market with

What should an Indian businessman
who enters the Russian market be
prepared for? What obstacles and
challenges can he or she face?
There are some issues, of course, starting
with such tiny things like: obtaining longterm visas, to the issues related to the transparency of rules and norms. Russia doesn’t
have any special economic zone established
for Indian companies specifically, where
special conditions would be created for
them. But basically, I don’t see any particular
obstacles for those who intend to do
business in Russia. People should be positive
and firm.
Secondly—you need to do the business
that Russia needs. Bright ideas are needed.
After all, one can even approach me, I'll be
happy to share ideas. Although it is not my
job, but as a member of the Business
Council, I can tell Indian businesses what
areas could be explored. In the pharmaceutical industry, one can produce
substances. In many areas, even the
Chinese companies cannot compete with
Indian technologies. India has really
progressed a lot. And of course, you can
bring in your own technologies in the right
format and localise them in Russia. All
required support will be provided.
There is a fairly large Indian diaspora
in Russia and you are one of its
outstanding representatives. However,
unlike in the US, where the success of
some of the members of Indian
diaspora is well-known, take the
example of Kamala Harris, in Russia
this is very different. What is the
reason for this and what can be done?

Perhaps, it is because Indian businessmen
came to the USA, Canada, Great Britain long
time ago and with quite firm intentions.
When Indian businesses went there, the
rules were clearer, more transparent, and
there was no language barrier, which was
a great thing. In Russia, of course, it is
relatively difficult to establish yourself just
because of the language barrier.
I don't think Indian diaspora in Russia is very
strong in general. But given the fact that
I have gone very deep into the pharmaceutical industry and I have a 12-14 hour
long working day, I really don’t have time
to deal with the development of business
relations between the two countries.
Establishment: 1997, Irkutsk
Number of employees: Over
3,500
Scope of business: Development and production of antiTB,
antineoplastic, ARV drugs, and
hospital antibiotics
Product Portfolio: 200+
products (tablets, capsules,
granules, tubes (gels, ointments,
creams), suppositories, pre-filled
syringes, cartridges, ampoules,
vials (solutions, concentrates,
emulsions, lyophilized products,
powders), and drug substances
Manufacturing facilities:
5 factories in 5 Russian cities
(Irkutsk, Ussuriysk, St. Petersburg,
Bratsk, and Tyumen)
Revenue: $510 mln (increased by
5.5 times from 2013 to 2020)
Ranks 5th on Forbes list of TOP20 pharmaceutical companies in
Russia
Ranks among TOP-10 leading
pharmaceutical manufacturers in
terms of state procurement (DSM
Group: Ranking in the hospital
segment, 2020)
Ranks among TOP-5 manufacturers in the hospital segment in
value terms (Alfa Research &
Marketing: Ranking of pharmaceutical companies in the state
procurement segment, 2020)

The diaspora should have a good leader
who represents Indian entrepreneurs in
the Russian government and in Russian
business circles. I wish that such a person
would appear. For my part, I am ready to
support the development of business
relations between the two countries,
because the opportunities are huge, and
it is a shame that sometimes they are not
fully used. And if they still get to being
implemented, it is in the wrong direction.
Of course, if I can, I will always contribute
to the development of relations between
the two countries. Because these are two
great countries that should cooperate and
use their cooperation for their people. I
think that new times will come and there
will also be a strong Indian diaspora in
Russia. Times will change, and businesses
will adapt to the new conditions.
What do you get your inspiration from,
besides your work?
There are many things—I can especially
highlight my family. I have two boys, one
26 years old, the other 21 years old and
a little six-year-old girl. The boys are very
interested in the business that I have established. One, however, has completely gone
into IT, the older one is very interested
in the future development of pharmaceutical industry. I am very happy that he sees
things the same way I do, thinks the same
way. That’s why my family inspires me,
of course. My wife was a great doctor, and
she enjoyed being a doctor, but she started
helping me design and build new factories
and became Vice President of Design and
Construction of Pharmasyntez. In
November, we have launched a new
factory in the city of Bratsk. The president
of Russia has participated in the opening
ceremony via telecom, the Minister of
Industry and Trade, the governor and other
dignitaries were also present. This is a rare
example of a pharmaceutical substance
manufacturing plant in the country, and
it was completely designed by my wife.
Do you feel you’re an Indian or a
Russian?
I feel like an ethnic Indian and at the same
time, a person who has become a Russian
in terms of culture and thinking. I try to
preserve the best of both cultures.
Interviewed by Leyla Turayanova
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RUSSIAN PHARMA SECTOR:
PUBLIC PROCUREMENT DRIVING GROWTH
COVID-19 HAD AN UNPRECEDENTED IMPACT ON THE PHARMACEUTICAL MARKET GLOBALLY AS WELL AS IN RUSSIA.
INCREASED GOVERNMENT SPENDING, ACCELERATION OF LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES AND DRASTIC CHANGE IN CONSUMER
DEMAND PATTERNS PROVIDED BOTH CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
hroughout 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic emerged as
the main driver of economic and social processes globally.
The crisis caused by the pandemic has changed many of
the established trends in the pharmaceutical industry. If we were
to single out just one factor that would characterise the past
year for the Russian pharmaceutical market, it would be the shift
in consumer demand patterns brought about by COVID-19.

T

Increased demand for a particular group of drugs, which occured
against the background of news about various methods of treating
coronavirus infection, led to an increase in sales, and sometimes
even defects in products, as manufacturers were not always
ready to meet the demand on time. As a result, the Russian
pharmaceutical market showed an even higher growth than
predicted at the beginning of the year.
Growth dynamics
In monetary terms, the market grew by 9.8% instead of the 56% predicted previously. The market volume has reached over
$27,9 bln (2,040 billion rubles), which is an increase of 9.8%
compared to 2019. In terms of volume, sales of drugs dropped
by 4% to 6.17 billion packages. Along with high dynamics in
the commercial segment, public procurement of medicines
continues to be a growth driver due to additional funding for
national projects.
At the same time, the Russian market showed stagnation both
in USD and euro terms. The increase in exchange rates in March
Pharmaceutical market dynamics

Source: DSM Group. ISO 9001:2015
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2020 led to the fact that the market capacity did not grow in
terms of volume. So, in 2020, the market volume amounted
to $396 mln (29 billion rubles) in dollar terms. This is just 0.2%
higher than in the previous year. In terms of euro, the market
showed negative dynamics of -1.6% due to an exchange rate
surge of 11%.
In terms of volume (the number of packs sold), the market showed
a decline, which was observed not only in the commercial
segment, but also in the hospital segment, despite a significant
increase in capital. In 2020, the volume of sales of medicines in
physical terms fell by 4% and amounted to 6.02 billion packs.
Growth drivers
The public sector (hospital purchases, pharmaceutical benefits
including High-Cost ICD and Essential Drug Coverage programs)
and regional benefits account for 36% of the Russian drug market
in terms of volume. The hospital segment showed the largest
increase (+23.5%) in 2020, reaching nearly $5.5 bln (401 billion
rubles). Two government programs, namely ‘Fight Cancer’ and
‘The federal heart disease project’ launched in 2020 were some
of the major growth drivers.
More funds were allocated also to drugs put on the list of recommended medications for the treatment of the COVID-19 infection.
Purchases funded at the regional expense remained at the level
of 2019 (+1.2%). But the total federal benefits were by 16% less
than a year earlier. This was, among other things, due to a

shift in purchases of certain drugs to the hospital segment.
Dynamics in the commercial segment of drugs could be hardly
predicted in 2020: all the trends that had existed over time fizzled
out. The growth in sales observed in March 2020 turned out
to be one of the most notable ones over the last years. The
feverish demand was triggered by the starting spread of the
coronavirus infection and a worsening economic crisis. Russians
rushed to buy large amounts of drugs, expecting a surge in prices
amid the increase in the currency rates and the lack of essential
drugs due to restrictive measures. After the population had
stocked up, the sales dynamics were weak and, in some months,
even went negative. Only in December was the market back
to the growth figures observed in January-February (before
the coronavirus crisis). In April, the “anti-Covid” drugs became
a growth driver. The drug names varied but owing to a high
demand for them the market in general showed positive dynamics
in rubles (+10.6%) and fell only by 2.3% in packages. In 2020,
5,002 million packages of drugs worth $15 bln (1,128 billion
rubles) in retail prices.
Pharmacy sales of parapharmaceutical products grow more
slowly than drug sales during crisis periods. In this regard, 2020
was no exception. The segment volume increased by 6.7% to
$3.8 bln (279 billion rubles). The growth was driven by such types
of product as biologically active supplements (in particular,
vitamins and drugs to increase immunity), personal protective

Market structure in various sections, 2020
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equipment (masks), antiseptics, medical devices—things that
are also indirectly related to countering the spread of coronavirus infection.
The highest retail sales were observed for generics: in roubles
they accounted for 60.8% (+0.8% against 2019), in packages—
for 82.3% (-0.7%). Whereas in packages generics are steadily
above 80%, in roubles they demonstrate a distinct upward trend:
from 54.6% in 2012 to 60.8% in 2020.

L: Antineoplastic and Immunomodulating Agent 16,01%

1,68%

In absolute terms, sales volumes in roubles noticeably grew both
for generics and original drugs: +12.1% and +8.3%. In volume
terms, sales of generics dropped by 3.1% whereas original drugs
grew in sales by 1.5% and this explains the shift in the market
structure in packages towards original drugs. The average price
of an original drug was $6.8 (499 roubles) per package (+6.7%
against 2019); a generic drug was sold on average at $2.28 (167
roubles) per package (+15.6%).

A: Alimentary tract and metabolism

14,97%

15,09%

Localisation drive

J: Antiinfectives for systemic use

13,90%

11,69%

C: Cardiovascular system

10,12%

12,25%

N: Nervous system

8,44%

14,34%

R: Respiratory system

8,30%

12,86%

B: Blood and blood forming organs

7,76%

7,05%

M: Musculoskeletal system

6,10%

6,73%

As a result of Russia’s over-a-decade-long move to achieve
higher level of self-sufficiency when in comes to drugs
manufacturing, the strategy dubbed “Pharma-2020”, by end
of last year over 50 new production sites were built and even
more were upgraded as part of the program. The Russian
market has become more attractive for localisation of
production by foreign companies, which is reflected both in
the number of such projects and in the share of drugs produced
in Russia.

G: Genitourinary system and sex hormones

4,52%

1,69%

D: Dermatologicals

4,20%

10,19%

S: Sensory organs

2,01%

2,21%

Non-ATC

1,39%

2,26%

V: Various

1,24%

0,80%

H: Systemic hormonal preparations,
excluding sex hormones

0,88%

0,80%

P: Antiparasitic products, insecticides
and repellents

0,17%

0,36%

Structure of sales of drugs by ATC codes, 2019
ATC codes 1st level

Share in Share in
value
value
terms, % terms, %

The new growth vector laid down in the updated strategy,
“Pharma-2030”, is focusing on developing capabilities for
domestic manufacturing of innovative medicines rather than
already well-established production of generics.
In general, the share of domestically manufactured medicines
has been steadily growing from year to year. Localisation and
import substitution are among other factors contributing to the
growth of consumption of medicines produced in Russia. In
2020, however, this has been reversed due to an increase in
funding for certain state programs of preferential drug provision
(such as “Oncology” and “High-cost Nosologies” programs, funded
by the federal budget) as medicines supplied under those are
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Source: DSM Group. ISO 9001:2015

mainly of foreign origin. The share of imported medicines at the
end of the year is 56.3% in monetary terms and 31.4% in packs.
At the same time, localised drugs accounted for 43.7% in value
terms and 68.6% in natural terms.

The Russian market has become more attractive for localisation
of production by foreign companies, which is reflected both
in the number of such projects and in the share of drugs produced
in Russia.

The share of imported medicines in the market as a whole in
2020 amounted to 56.3% in roubles and 31.4% in packs. Market
growth in physical terms was negative for both Russian-made
drugs (-4%) and foreign-made drugs (-3%). In rouble terms,
localised drugs grew by 13%, while imported drugs grew by 8%.

Domestic Foreign Localised

The structure of the drug market by sales type has grown in
favor of over-the-counter drugs. About 67% in monetary terms
is accounted for by RX-medications. However, due to the lower
price, OTC drugs dominate in packs, and their share there is
54.9%.
Indian manufacturers in the Russian pharmaceutical
market
In 2020, the results of the government program for the development of the pharmaceutical and medical industry “Pharma2020” were summed up. More than 50 new production sites
were built and even more were upgraded as part of the program.
Indian manufacturers Share in the Russian pharmaceutical
market, 2020

8,6%

3,9%
3,0%

The “Pharma-2020” strategy has shown that first of all, the industry
needs import substitution of innovative medicines in addition
to the already established production of generics. This is what
should become the vector of development of the industry for the
next 10 years and is laid down in the strategy “Pharma-2030”.
By the end of 2020, the share of localised medicines in monetary
terms amounted to 44%. At the same time, among original drugs,
this indicator is almost 2 times lower and is only 25%. However,
it is worth noting that such a low share is largely due to the fact
that domestic manufacturers are still poorly represented by
original drugs—Russian companies occupy only 11% in the total
volume of such medicines. But the share of localised drugs
has already reached 14%.
Indian manufacturers are widely represented in Russia. Of the
more than 1,250 companies, who sell their products on the
Russian pharmaceutical market, 109 manufacturers are from
India. That is, the share of Indian companies in numbers is about
8.5%. In terms of value, Indian drugs account for 3%, and in packs
their share is 3.9%.
Most Indian manufacturers import their products from India,
but there are already several companies that have localised
the production of part of their product range in Russia. Examples
include such manufacturers as Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories and Hetero
Drugs.
Despite the fact that a large number of Indian manufacturers
are represented on the market, the concentration among them
is quite high—the TOP 10 accounts for more than 79%.

In numbers of companies
represented in the market

In sales
volume

Source: DSM Group. ISO 9001:2015
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In numbers of
packages sold

Indian companies are more often represented by generic drugs.
More than 93% of all drugs produced in India and sold in Russia
are generics. Indian medicines are most in demand in pharmacies

distribution chain, due to which the sale of certain medicines
was blocked. Taking into account the peak of increased demand,
the Ministry of Industry and Trade decided to temporarily switch
the drug labelling system to a notificatory operation mode.

Change

TOP 10 Indian manufacturers by sales volume in the
Russian pharmaceutical market in 2020
Rating for 2020

Consumption structure of drugs by country of origin, 2020

Producer

Cost
volume,
million
ruble
2020

Cost
volume
increase Share

21 469,3

6,4%

40,0%

1

-

DR.REDDY'S LABORATORIES

2

-

GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS 5 195,3

4,4%

9,7%

3

1

JODAS EXPOIM PVT

3 730,4

42,7%

6,9%

4

-1

SENTISS PHARMA PVT

3 424,4

-7,2%

6,4%

5

-

IPCA LABORATORIES

2 199,3

1,5%

4,1%

6

-

SHREYA LIFE SCIENCES

1 847,3

7,7%

3,4%

7

1

HIMALAYA DRUG

1 459,5

9,1%

2,7%

8

-1

SUN PHARMACEUTICAL

1 389,6

-5,0%

2,6%

9

3

TORRENT PHARMACEUTICALS

986,8

19,1%

1,8%

10

1

WOCKHARDT

928,5

9,7%

1,7%

Source: DSM Group. ISO 9001:2015
Note: Sales volumes are shown in final consumption prices including VAT

(3.8%), but at the expense of public funds (hospital purchases
and preferential programs) where they are sold less (a share
of 1.8% in value terms).
Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories is the largest Indian company on the
Russian market. Its share among Indian producers is 40%. While
it is not in the Top 10 largest market players, it was able to secure
a 26th position at the end of 2020 with a 1.2% market share.
It should be noted that most of the Top 10 Indian companies
in Russia have a positive dynamic in the Russian pharmaceutical market.
Legal updates
The pandemic has played a somewhat catalytic role and accelerated the adoption of some of the new laws. But for COVID-19,
introduction of mandatory labelling of medicines from July 1,
2020, as well as a special procedure for importing and putting
into circulation unmarked drugs (Government Decree No. 955
of June 30, 2020) would have certainly be named as the key
event of the year.
But in the period of the coronavirus, labelling became a stress
test for the industry. The decision was made, though the pharmaceutical market participants warned that amid the pandemic
it could cause extremely adverse consequences for everyone:
producers, pharmaceutical companies, retailers and, ultimately,
consumers, i.e. patients who need drugs.
With the introduction of the identification and traceability system,
pharmaceutical manufacturers, distributors and pharmacy chains
began to complain en masse about failures in the information
system for monitoring the movement of medicines along the

This was done against the background of a shortage of a number
of drugs, especially with the increased demand for medicines
that are used for the treatment of coronavirus infection. At
the end of 2020, the Center for the Development of Advanced
Technologies announced that the simplified mode of operation
in the drug labeling system will be valid indefinitely for pharmacies
and medical organisations and for trade participants until July
1, 2021.
A number of laws, the adoption of which was provoked by COVID19, were positively evaluated by the pharmaceutical community.
One of them is the introduction of a procedure for expedited
registration of medicines, as well as medical devices during the
pandemic. The mechanism of expedited registration in the event
of an emergency is reflected in Russian Government Resolutions No. 441 and No. 430, respectively. This measure made it
possible to bring a number of drugs to the market in a short
time, including Favipiravir and Levilimab, as well as more than
120 test systems for the presence of viral RNA and antibodies
to coronavirus infection. A special procedure was approved
in April 2020 amid the spread of COVID-19. It has been extended
until January 1, 2022.
Electronic document management systemhas been introduced
in many procedures, renewal of GMP certificates has been introduced, it was made possible to conduct inspections of production
according to GMP rules in a remote format, etc. All this contributed
to fulfilling the task of uninterrupted drug supply to the population.
Price regulation is a trend that has been dominating the Russian
pharmaceutical industry for quite some time. One of the most
pressing issues in the industry is the way government regulates
pricing of medicines from the Vital and essential medicines (VED)
list. Many companies, including Pharmstandard and Ozon have
said they will possibly refuse to produce a number of cheap
drugs from the VED list. The maximum registered prices set
for these drugs make their production unprofitable. The situation
is further aggravated by the fall in the rouble exchange rate.
Therefore, the Federal Antimonopoly Service (FAS) has prepared
a draft of regulatory changes to enable producers to increase
the prices for VED if the market sees a shortage of a certain INN,
formulation and dosage. These amendments aim to prevent
inexpensive drugs from disappearing from the market because
their production is unprofitable for producers, since such drugs
are essential for consumers.
The Government’s Order No. 441, which was in effect from April
and to the end of 2020, allowed revising price ceilings for
VEDs used in case of a threat of emergency. That provisional
measure applied to drugs recommended by the Ministry of Health
for the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of the novel coronavirus infection. Though limited in time and scope, the measure
will prevent low-price segment drugs from disappearing from
the market.
Based on analytics provided by DSM Group
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RUSSIAN PHARMACEUTICAL MARKET IN FIGURES

RUSSIAN DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS MARKET IN FIGURES

RUSSIA’S “PHARMA-2020” STRATEGY AIMING AT SELF-RELIANCE WHEN IT COMES TO DRUG MANUFACTURING HAS
RESULTED IN OVER 50 NEW PRODUCTION SITES BEING ESTABLISHED ACROSS THE COUNTRY. THE NEW PHASE,
DUBBED AS “PHARMA-2030” STRATEGY, HAS SHIFTED THE FOCUS FROM LOCALISED PRODUCTION OF GENERICS TO
IMPORT SUBSTITUTION OF INNOVATIVE MEDICINES

RUSSIAN DS MARKET IS DOMINATED BY DS MANUFACTURERS WITH TOP-20 COMPANIES TOGETHER. ACCOUNTING
FOR 63.0% OF THE MARKET SHARE. FOR MANY YEARS, EVALAR HAS REMAINED THE MARKET LEADER (16.1% SHARE
IN ROUBLE TERMS). IN 2020, THE COMPANY REGISTERED A 10.1% INCREASE IN SALES MAINLY DUE TO SHARP RISE IN
SALES OF SUPPLEMENTS (+176.9%)

Consumption structure by country of origin, 2020

Structure of domestic and imported DS sales volumes

Drugs consumption structure, pack.

Drugs consumption structure, rub.

Domestic to imported
DS ratio, RUB min

Structure of domestic and imported DS sales volumes
by country in 2020

Domestic to imported
DS ratio, min packages

74 074

326

RUSSIA

322

63 247

33,5%

66,5%

56,3%

63,1%

36,9%

31,4%

33 454
(52.9%)

USA 19%
Germany 12%

36 005
(48.6%)

21%
267
(82%)

5,5%

10.1%

Imported
Domestic

Foreign

Domestic

Localized

Foreign

France 2%

Change

1
2

51%

Canada 2%
Switzerland 1%

38 069
(51.4%)

59
(18%)

Domestic

China 1%

67
(20.9%)

Imported

Volume

Volume

Other countries 12%

Domestic

Localized

TOP 20 manufacturers by sales volume in the Russian pharmaceutical market in 2020
Rating
for 2020

India 3%

79%

254
(79.1%)
49%

29 794
(47.1%)

IMPORTS

Producer

Cost volume,
million ruble
2020

Cost
volume
increase

-

Sanofi

76 744,8

-

Novartis

68 103,2

3

-

Bayer

66 941,2

4

+1

Johnson & Johnson

47 888,2

TOP-20 DS manufacturers in Russia in 2020
Share

Rating
for 2020

Change

Producer

Cost volume,
million ruble

Cost
volume
increase

4,8%

4,4%

1

-

Evalar

11 929,7

16,1%

10,1%

18,1%

3,9%

2

-

Solgar Vitamin and Herb

6 014,5

8,1%

52,8%

21,7%

3,8%

3

+1

PharmaMed

3 735,4

5,0%

16,0%

2,3%

2,7%

4

-1

Stada

3 628,7

4,9%

2,0%

Share

5

-1

Glaxosmithkline

46 551,2

-2,0%

2,6%

5

+14

Unipharm

2 377,4

3,2%

292,6%

6

+5

OTCpharm

45 422,6

38,7%

2,6%

6

-

Queisser Pharma

2 072,8

2,8%

6,7%

7

+1

Merck

43 537,8

14,1%

2,5%

7

-2

OTCpharm

2 064,1

2,8%

-7,2%

8

-2

Stada

42 987,9

3,2%

2,4%

8

-1

Dr.Reddy's

1 869,2

2,5%

14,8%

9

-2

Pfizer

40 420,6

1,1%

2,3%

9

+1

Alium

1 624,1

2,2%

30,5%

10

-1

Teva

37 616,1

6,2%

2,1%

10

-1

Vneshtorg Pharma

1 606,9

2,2%

19,2%

11

-1

Servier

35 435,0

1,6%

2,0%

11

-3

Bausch Health

1 492,5

2,0%

-7,8%

12

+2

Astrazeneca

34 091,7

13,8%

1,9%

12

-1

Bayer

1 422,0

1,9%

18,5%

13

-1

Biocad

34 053,9

8,5%

1,9%

13

-1

Kvadrat-C

1 214,9

1,6%

8,7%

14

+5

F.Hoffmann-La Roche

33 034,5

33,6%

1,9%

14

+7

Laboratoires Ineldea

1 067,2

1,4%

99,0%

15

-2

KRKA

32 880,5

5,9%

1,9%

15

-2

Natures Bounty

1 016,0

1,4%

9,0%

16

-1

Berlin-Chemie

31 224,4

10,9%

1,8%

16

-1

Recordati

832,7

1,1%

-1,7%

17

-1

Pharmstandard

29 143,3

5,0%

1,7%

17

-3

Polpharma

730,9

1,0%

-16,7%

18

-

Abbott

28 443,0

4,8%

1,6%

18

-1

Diod

699,9

0,9%

-8,5%

19

-2

Gedeon Richter

25 676,5

-5,5%

1,5%

19

-1

Biokor

679,9

0,9%

3,3%

20

-

Astellas Pharma

24 598,1

2,2%

1,4%

20

-4

Pharm-Pro

622,3

0,8%

-21,6%

Source: Monthly retail audit of the pharmaceutical market of the Russian Federation. DSM Group. ISO 9001:2015

Source: Monthly retail audit of the pharmaceutical market of the Russian Federation. DSM Group. ISO 9001:2015

Note: Sales volumes are shown in final retail prices including VAT

Note 2: “Manufacturer” means the parent company that may incorporate several manufacturing sites
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DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS MARKET IN RUSSIA:
BATTLING COVID-19 IMPACT
THE PANDEMIC AFFECTED THE PHARMA SECTOR, INCLUDING THE DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS SEGMENT. IN 2020, THE
MANUFACTURERS HAD TO PROMPTLY RESTRUCTURE THEIR MANUFACTURING CAPACITIES TO FOCUS ON PRODUCTS
RELEVANT AT THE TIME OF THE COVID-19 SUCH AS VITAMINS D3 AND C, ZINC, ELDER AND ECHINACEA

I

Dynamics of DS Pharmacy Sales in Russia

In the second half of the year, much demand was observed for
food supplements with Vitamin D. This was partly a result of
various COVID-19 related research publicised actively among
consumers. For instance, a study by the Almazov National
Medical Research Centre of the Ministry of Health of Russia
said 71.3% of people with confirmed COVID-19 infection suffered
from Vitamin D deficiency, and 36.3% had severe deficiency.
There were also contradictory opinions that the deficiency
in Vitamin D could provoke severe conditions if one is infected
with COVID-19.

Over the year, about 60 new SKUs emerged in the market in
various forms such as widespread pills, oral drops, effervescent
tablets, chews, and sprays. Among the most demanded novelties
were Vitamin D and Vitamin C supplements (ascorbic acid
increases resistance of the body to infections and viruses and
is used as prophylaxis). Throughout 2020, dietary supplements
in this category demonstrated high growth rates—by 102.2%.
Selective growth
In 2020, pharmacies sold 2.8 million packages of DS containing
combinations of Vitamins D and C, worth $9.67 bln (830.5 million
roubles), registering 28.4% year-over-year growth (in roubles)
and 19.7% growth in packages. A unique market position is
held by supplements that help to maintain and re-establish the
balance of the intestinal microflora. Over the last 5 years,
this category of DS has been gaining popularity, but in 2020,
the sales skyrocketed as use of antibiotics was at an all-time
high (one of the main reasons being that antibiotics are believed
to affect the gastrointenstinal flora). Some of the leading brands
in this group that showed robust growth include Maxilac (7th;
+29.9%); Bac-Set (9th; +26.2%), and Lactobalance (25th;
+122.0%).
24 Russia Digest August 2021

Source: Analytical Report Russian Pharmaceutical Market Results of
2020. DSM Group.

Once implemented, the new rules will affect the business of one
of the largest players in the segment, a US giant, iHerb. The
company has already faced complications in 2020, when Roskomnadzor (the Federal Service for Supervision of Communications,
Information Technology, and Mass Media) blocked IP addresses
of the online retailer’s mobile application on two claims filed by
the General Prosecutor’s Office. By court order, the iHerb marketplace was compelled to remove information about 10 products
containing prohibited substances. Also, iHerb application was
ordered to be removed from Google Play and App Store for
Russian users. Furthermore, the online retailer had to audit
its product line for the compliance with the technical regulation
of the Customs Union and removed about 1,000 product items
from the website. The retailer, however, could not comply with
the another court order as it didn’t mention the exact list products
to be removed.

of the iHerb application as lawful. That decision appears to be
questionable and artificially restricts competition on the market
for food supplements, which will primarily affect consumers
seeking to minimise their spending on vitamins and other supplements. If any other measures are taken to restrict the access of
the large players to the online market, the prices will increase
significantly.
Indian DS manufacturers in Russia
Indian DS manufacturers have solid presence in Russia, although
it is well below that of Indian drug makers. Indian DS players
rank third after American and German in the Russian market.
Out of more than 1,100 companies whose dietary supplements
are sold in Russia, only 25 manufacturers belong to India (which
comes to around 2.3% of the total number of companies operating
in this segment in Russia). The share of Indian DS sold in Russia
in 2020 stood at 2.9% in value terms and 0.9% in volume (the
number of packs sold) terms.
Overall, the cost of Indian DS was noticeably higher than that of
the average cost of products sold in Russia in 2020: $10.4 (763
roubles) against $3.1 (230 roubles). This is due to the fact that
Indian DS imported in Russia are mainly the products having
Structure of domestic and imported DS sales in Russia by
countries in 2020

*Note: sales volumes in retail price with VAT

At the beginning of 2021, the Supreme Court upheld the blocking
The weight loss and fertility supplements that were in high
demand earlier, saw a negative growth in 2020. Over the year,
their sales dropped by 6.7% marking the clear shift in the
consumer demand towards vitamins and vitamin complexes
boosting immunity.

TOP-10 Indian manufacturers by sales volume in the
Russian pharmaceutical market in 2020

Source: Analytical Report Russian Pharmaceutical Market Results of
2020. DSM Group.

Manufacturer

Sales
value,
mln
roubles

Sales
value
growth,
2020/21

Share

Overall, the commercial market for dietary supplements at
the end of 2020 stood at around $1bln (74.1 billion roubles)
(+17.1% against 2019), or 321.8 million packages (-1.2%). There
was a visible upsurge in sales in the 1st quarter of 2020, but the
pandemic changed the consumption structure, and from April,
DS sales started declining. In packages, the market shrank against
the previous year.

Rating

In consequence, sales of Vitamin D grew more than three-fold
in monetary terms. The demand for Vitamin D grew faster in
the 4th quarter when monthly sales of the group’s supplements exceeded $6.8 bln (500 million roubles). In comparison
with the third quarter of the same year, sales grew by 202%,
while year-over-year sales increased by 342.9%. Among the
leading brands sold across Russia in 2020 are Detrimax (a 45.6%
share in the group in roubles), Solgar (17.4%) and Evalar (5.3%).

It is of note that in 2020 the regulation over sales of dietary
supplements has been one of the major concerns for the industry.
For example, 2003 SanPiN (Sanitary Rules and Regulations)
2.3.2.1290-03 (that prohibited distance sales of DS was cancelled
as of January 1, 2021. At the end of 2020, the Ministry of Industry
and Trade finalised the draft bill concerning retail sales, which
allows online sales of DS only to pharmacies. The move will
definitely impact the market and the major players who have
their own online marketplaces. Earlier, the draft envisaged
absolute prohibition of online sales of dietary supplements. The
restrictions aim at avoiding the risk of increase in the volumes
of counterfeit supplements.

Change

n 2020, sales of dietary supplements (DS) and vitamins
boosting the immune system increased by 124.4% in Russia.
Compared with 2016 results, the segment grew more than
four-fold in volume. The top three products in this category are
Supradyn (+468.5% against 2019), Evalar (+1,048.8%) and Solgar
(+118.3%).

Legal updates

3

-

Glenmark Pharmaceuticals

41,2

8,3%

1,9%

Inflation is another factor impacting sales in 2020. The average
retail price for a DS package was around $3 (230 roubles) in
2020, which is 18.5% more than in the previous year. The DS
weighted wholesale price was around $2.3 (174 roubles). To
keep up competitive prices and to attract customers, pharmacies
continued decreasing the markup for this product group: in 2020,
the DS markup was 32.1%, against 2019 it went down by 2.8%,
and, if compared with 2016, it shrank even more - by 8.2%.

4

3

Oxford Laboratories

27,3

17,3%

1,3%

5

1

Ipca Laboratories

27,1

15,0%

1,3%

6

-1

Gepach International

19,4

-22,5%

0,9%

7

4

Cadila Pharmaceuticals

5,6

57,4%

0,3%

8

-4

?vantage Trading Company

5,0

-82,6%

0,2%

9

1

Dabur Pharma

4,7

-6,8%

0,2%

Customers switched to more expensive supplements and the
prices grew. It had a significant impact on the sales structure by
price categories. A considerable sales growth was witnessed
by high-price segment (+30.1% in roubles, +31.1% in packages).

*Note: sales volumes in retail price with VAT

1

-

Dr.Reddy's Laboratories

1 869,2

14,8%

88,0%

2

-

Sun Pharmaceutical Industries

113,3

25,8%

5,3%

10 new Ananta Medicare

3,7

0,2%

Source: Analytical Report Russian Pharmaceutical Market Results of
2020. DSM Group.
*Note: sales volumes in retail price with VAT

a complex impact on health. This includes various vitamin
complexes, the weighted average cost of packaging of which
exceeds the cost of products in other segments. Vitamin
complexes account for more than 81% of all dietary supplements that were produced in India. The main manufacturer here
is Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories (DRL) and its the brand, Femibion.
Another DRL product, Bion, accounts for most of the sales (10.6%)
in the second largest group of Indian dietary supplements—
products impacting the digestive system. The third largest group
(in terms of volume) among Indian dietary supplements are those
DS used for diseases of the respiratory system (4.1%). Sun
Pharma’s brand, Neotravisil, is the most sold DS in this group.
Indian manufacturers are hardly represented in other groups of
dietary supplements. The Indian segment of the DS market is
highly consolidated with top 10 manufacturers accounting for
more than 99.6% of sales and DRL emerging as the leading
company with 88% share.
Based on analytics provided by DSM Group
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LOCALISATION IN INDIA NEEDS A
FINAL PUSH: RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS

made several years back is expiring and
cannot be extended further.
After the debut at MAKS, Russian
Helicopters are planning to showcase Ka
226T at the Dubai Aviation show later this
year.According to several high-level officials
at Rostec, the Ka 226T is getting attention
from several other international buyers
than India.

RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS, A PART OF RUSSIA’S STATE ROSTEC CORPORATION, IS BULLISH ON THE INDIAN MARKET DESPITE
THE $1 BILLION DEAL FOR JOINT MANUFACTURING OF KA-226T LIGHT MULTI-PURPOSE HELICOPTERS INKED BACK IN
2015 HAS NOT SEEN MUCH PROGRESS
J. Alexander

PHOTOS CREDIT: RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS

“At the moment, the ball is on the Indian
side. We have submitted all the proposals
to our partners and are waiting for their
final decision on the last serious issue in
the project—the degree of localisation
of Ka-226T production in India,” said Viktor
Kladov, Director for International Cooperation and Regional Policy of Rostec State
Corporation.

n 2019, Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi got a brief presentation of Ka226T light multi-purpose helicopters
by Russian President Vladimir Putin at the
5th Eastern Economic Forum (EEF) in
Vladivostok. “I have flown this helicopter,
I like it, it is very comfortable. It has coaxial
propellers and can withstand side wind
loads well in the mountains and at sea,”
the TASS agency quoted Putin as telling
Modi.

I

Russian president decided to present this
helicopter to Indian PM himself for a
reason. Russia and India have signed an
intergovernmental agreement on joint
production of the light multipurpose Ka226T helicopter at a summit in Moscow
in December 2015. The deal envisaged
200 to be produced for India, out of which
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Andrey Boginsky, CEO, Russian Helicopters, at MAKS 2021 in Moscow

the first batch of 60 helicopters to be
produced and shipped from Russia, while
the rest 140 to be manufactured in India
with the level of localisation reaching
anywhere between 50 to 70%. At the time
of signing, the deal was estimated at over
$1 bln.

the fuselage, rotor blades, radio
equipment and landing gear for the
localised Ka-226T. The only thing missing
was the order for the helicopters from
the Indian Ministry of Defence.

“This is fully in what you call ‘Make in
India’,” Putin assured Modi while they
were inspecting the Ka-226T helicopter
at Vladivostok.

Fast-forward to July 2021, things haven’t
moved an inch. Speaking at the MAKS
2021 aviation show in Moscow, where
the actual Ka-226T assembled at the UlanUde factory has been displayed, Andrey
Boginsky, CEO, Russian Helicopters, said
that despite the Russian company having
fulfilled all the obligations under the intergovernmental agreement, the final deal
for manufacturing of 200 helicopters has
not yet been cleared by the Indian
government.

By the time Modi arrived in Russia for the
EEF, the production line for the same was
set up at the Russian Helicopters factory
in Ulan-Ude, and the joint venture with
HAL was established in India as well as
several MOUs were signed with Indian
private companies for supply of parts for

While he didn’t elaborate on the reasons
for India delaying signing the commercial
contract, suggesting the question should
be answered by the Indian side, he
assured that there is no disagreement
over the levels of localisation. The
proposal submitted by the Russian side
maintains the localisation plan would be
spread over four phases, beginning with
3.3% indigenisation (of the Russian
original content) for the first 35
helicopters and reaching over 62% in
Phase 4 for the last 50 helicopters.
Coupled with localisation of ground
services, the total level of localisation
could reach 70%, Boginsky said. The Ka226T is powered by a French engine and
has an overall 74% of Russian content
and around 26% of European content.

Broadening opportunities
“Our assembly line at Ulan-Ude aviation
plant. is ready to produce25 Ka-226T
helicopters a year. This line was set up
keeping in mind the Indian contract. We
are a bit surprised why the negotiations
on the deal have not been progressing,
although this is not really our area of
competency but the domain of the Ministry
of Defence,” Boginsky said during a press
conference at MAKS 2021.
“We assumed that India will have a
preference of ‘first supply’, but since there
is no deal yet, we believe we can offer this
helicopter to any other potential customer,”
he said adding the deadline of the
technical-commercial proposal to India

Deal delay

Ka-226T helicopter assembled at Ulan-Ude Aviation Plant on display at MAKS 2021

He added that one of the key features of
the updated Ka-226T helicopter is its ideal
adaptability for performing flights in the
highlands, that’s why the modification was
dubbed as ‘Climber’. In addition, the Ka226T is highly effective when flying over
the water surface. It can take off and land
on the deck of even small sea vessels.
“These wide opportunities for the operation
of the aircraft allow us to say with confidence that the range of potential customer
countries will not be limited only to India,
the helicopter is in demand from a wide
range of operators who are faced with
performing tasks in the mountains and
above the water surface,” Kladov added.
Meanwhile, the lack of progress on Ka-226T
deal with India doesn’t hurt Russian
Helicopters’ ambitions in the Indian market,
particularly in the civil segment. In 2021,
the company has supplied the multirole
helicopter MI171v2, a new modification of
Mi-8/M-17 series helicopters, to a private
company (the agreement with Vectra Group
during the second day of the Dubai Airshow
2017). “Unfortunately, the COVID-19
pandemic has delayed certification for this
helicopter in India, it took more than 2 years
to clear the process. Right now we are in
the process of validating the certificate for
Ansat helicopter in India,” Boginsky said.
He also noted that the company is in talks
with Bangladesh, Pakistan,Thailand, among
some of India’s closest neighbours, for the
supply of civil helicopters that could be
used for police and emergency rescue
operations.
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INVESTING LOCALLY, SERVING GLOBALLY: INDIA EMERGES
AS NEW FDI DESTINATION FOR RUSSIAN IT SECTOR

brand to come and set up a business,
especially in the technology sector,” says
Atul Ahuja, Senior Vice President – India,
Middle East, Africa & APAC at Softline
International.

OVER THE PAST 7 YEARS, THE INDIAN ARM OF RUSSIAN IT SOLUTION AND SERVICE PROVIDER, SOFTLINE GROUP, HAS
GROWN FROM A TINY STARTUP OFFICE TO A DYNAMIC BRAND EMPLOYING OVER 150 PEOPLE ACROSS SEVERAL INDIAN
STATES AND SERVING AS THE BACKBONE FOR SOFTLINE’S GLOBAL OPERATIONS

“When we started the company here, we
were looking at India as the local market,
having our revenue objectives fulfilled
through local customers. However today
Softline’s India footprint is not limited
to having a sales and services arm here,
but we have a lot of technology development," Ahuja added.

❚ Ksenia Kondratieva

PHOTOS: ISTOCK

IT field. “The MOU is intended to contribute
to the exchange of best practices in joint
activities for the introduction of IT
technologies in the business environment,
the development of start-ups, participation
in government digitalisation programs,
and also aims at cooperative research
and development in creating platform
solutions for the global market,” Russoft
sent announcing the news.

hile India and Russia have been
good partners in many areas
from defence to oil and gas to
infrastructure and healthcare, one sector
that has never come in the spotlight as
much as it should, given its importance
for both countries’ economies, is IT
solutions and services.

W

Given both Russia’s and India’s achievements and global footprint in the IT sector,
experts have been suggesting countries
should do a better job in cooperating in
such areas as software development,
artificial intelligence, big data and
analytics, machine learning, smart energy
infrastructure, smart logistics, photonics
and new materials, microelectronics and
semiconductors, as well as blockchain
and financial technologies.
While some Russian majors like AFK
Systema, DST Global, RTP Global have
been investing in the technological sector
in India for long, and some smaller players
such as Lighting Technologies, Zyfra,
MaximaTelecom, Leta Group and others
have established presence in India offering
their products and services, Russian IT
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majors have been rather indecisive when
it comes to investing in India.
After Russia’s largest software developers
association Russoft and India’s NASSCOM
signed an MOU to cooperate in the development and implementation of new
technologies in March 2018, it was seen
as an important stage in the development
and strengthening of business and technological cooperation of countries in the

According to Russian local media, at least
10 IT companies had announced plans to
launch operations in India back in 2018.
They were confident that entering the
Indian market guarantees them a multiple
increase in turnover, despite serious risks
associated with adapting the product and
building an effective service network.
Factors such as competitiveness have
also been seen as a major setback: both
Russia and India have over the last two
decades emerged as strong players in
software development outsourcing, but
India’s resources, provided by so-called
“population credit”, made it almost an
unbeatable player in the international
market. Russian companies have always
been aware of it, and preferred to focus
on product quality while developing
exclusive capabilities.

❚ Atul Ahuja, SVP – India, Middle East, Africa &
APAC, Softline International

Glocal perspective
The case of Softline India, a local arm of
Softline, a global IT solution and service
provider founded in 1993 by Igor
Borovikov in Moscow, has been rather an
exception. Over the last 7 years, the
company has been building capabilities
in India through both organic and M&A
means, growing from a small representative office to a large multilayered
business that serves the local market
as well as clients globally.
“It was not that easy in the beginning.
Nobody knew us as a brand, it was not
a very common practice for a Russian

Softline India has set up a Security
Operation Center (SOC) in Bengaluru, it
not only caters to Indian customers but
global customers similarly like a SOC in
Moscow caters to the Russia&CIS geographies. Another investment made by the
company in India is a Global Development
Center (GDC) in Noida.
“Technically speaking, it is a network
operations center (NOC) where we help
our customers with Microsoft products,
managing their networks, with cloud
adoption, technical needs of running
customers’ enterprise businesses and
strong cloud platform. We are running
that as manage services round the clock
in strong collaboration with our colleagues
in HQ in Moscow,” Ahuja said.

WE RUN IT VERY LOCALLY, WITH
VERY HEAVY INVESTMENTS ON
TECHNOLOGY, PEOPLE AND
PROCESSES, BUT TAKE A VERY
GLOBAL VIEW ON THIS WITH
THE SUPPORT OF OUR
MOSCOW TEAM WHEN IT
COMES TO SERVING
CUSTOMERS GLOBALLY. SO
INDIAN BUSINESSES IS A VERY
STRATEGIC PIECE FOR US AS A
PART OF SOFTLINE’S OVERALL
GLOBAL STRATEGIC PLAN.

In January, Softline Group, announced
acquiring Embee Software Pvt Ltd, one
of India’s leading digital transformation
service providers and a Microsoft LSP
and Cloud solution partner. “We believe
this strategic combination will be a big
step towards the expansion of our
regional footprint and capabilities,” said
Sergey Chernovolenko, Global CEO of
the Softline Group, commenting on the
deal.
According to the MD of Softline Group,
being a global brand in nature and having
great local capabilities in India, with its
natural talent for technology, gives
Softline a truly “glocal perspective”.
“We run it very locally, with very heavy
investments on technology, people and
processes, but take a very global view
on this with the support of our Moscow
team when it comes to serving
customers globally. So Indian businesses
is a very strategic piece for us as a part
of Softline’s overall global strategic plan,”
said Vinod Nair, Managing Director,
Softline India.

Source: 17th Annual Survey of the Software Development Industry of Russia, Russoft 2020

Softline Group with a turnover of $1.8
billion in 2020 today operates in over 50
countries employing 5,500 plus people.
The company serves over 150,000
Corporate Customers providing solutions
and services across key IT areas such as
cloud, data analytics, cybersecurity and
mobility. Going ahead, Softline Group
is looking at adding technical capabilities as well as incremental manpower
to be a bigger player in the Indian
landscape.
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attractiveness of the IT industry as a
whole, were accelerated in 2020,” he
noted. As the pandemic speeded up the
digitalisation of the Russian economy,
the labour market was getting affected.
Working from home has become a new
paradigm in 2020. Employers have
mastered online recruitment, expanded
the geography of hiring, are introducing
flexible working hours in the office overall
becoming much more open to innovations and experiments. Working remotely
has become the new normal for most IT
professionals, so geographical location
is no longer a factor that can reduce
salary expectations. There is also a
noticeable trend of IT developers’ salaries
in Moscow and in other regions getting
equalised, Vereshchagin said.

WHY RUSSIA CAN’T PRODUCE ENOUGH
IT SPECIALISTS
DIGITALISATION IS CONSIDERED ONE MAIN TREND IN THE POST-COVID WORLD, AND THE IT INDUSTRY IS LIKELY TO EMERGE
AS THE KEY WINNER. THE RUSSIAN IT SECTOR, HOWEVER, HAS WITNESSED A DOUBLE EFFECT OF THE PANDEMIC: WHILE
REVENUES WERE BOOMING, THE STAFF SHORTAGE BECAME THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE FOR FUTURE GROWTH

n migration to home offices and cloud
as a result of lockdowns, the need
for companies to manage data and
people, and mitigate risks associated with
cybersecurity provide tremendous opportunities for the IT sector, and for the
software companies particularly.

I

‘Across all industries, the impact of the
pandemic was less disruptive for organisations that invested in technologies that
provide secure remote access to
corporate networks and applications
before the pandemic. Companies that
digitised their operations, such as sales,
order processing and invoicing, supply
chain operations and HR, continued to
operate even when their employees could
not come to the office’, Moody’s noted in
a report on COVID-19 changing the IT
sector released in October 2020.
New trends brought by the pandemic
could not but be reflected in the IT labour
market. The past year turned out to be
particularly difficult for the HR departments in the software sector, experts say.
In the first quarter, the companies hired
actively, facing difficulties in retaining their
own employees. In the second quarter,
everything changed dramatically: instead
of recruiting, the HR departments along
with the top management had to consider
cutting off jobs given, given that the
predictions of the software market (both
in Russia and globally) faces growth
concerns.
However, in the third quarter, the trend
took a U-turn, yet again. The market was
far from shrinking, payments that were
delayed in the second quarter began to
arrive, and the recruitment process was
revived, leading to shortage of available
stuff.
According to Russoft, Russia’s most influential software developers association
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❚ J. Alexander

Source: 17th Annual Survey of the Software Development Industry of Russia,
Russoft 2020

said in an interview with the Rossiyskaya
Gazeta in February 2021.
comprising over 230 employing more than
70,000 people, the total number of people
employed by the software sector
increased by a record 12% in 2020 and
reached 2 lakh people, around 10,000
of them working in Russian companies’
foreign offices.

of IT specialists has been growing.
According to the calculations of The
Ministry of Digital Development, Communications and Mass Media (previously the
Ministry of Telecom and Mass Communications), the shortage of IT developers
is anywhere between 5 lakhs to 1 crore.

In the previous 2 years, the annual
increase in the number of people
employed by the software industry was
also quite decent, but still less—at the
level of 10-11%, and until 2017, it did not
exceed 6-8%. Experts believe the
government’s move to increase the
number of budget seats for IT admissions
in the universities, started about 7 years
ago, has begun to have some impact on
the number of specialists available for
hire.

"When we meet with companies that are
participating in the implementation of the
‘Digital Economy’ national project or are
implementing digital transformation
programs themselves, and we ask them
what kind of assistance they need from
the state in the first place, we almost
always hear about skilled stuff,” Kislyakov

In, fresh university graduates accounted
for 80% of the additional workforce
entering the Russian software industry.
The remaining 20% were those people
trained by software companies on their
own or those “migrating” from other
industries. At the same time, the shortage

He added that in Russia there is a shortage
of not only narrow IT specialists but also
cross-functional ones. According to him,
the lack of budget seats at local universities was one of the reasons the country
has been struggling to prepare enough
skilled IT specialists to meet the industry’s
requirements. At the moment, there are
about 80,000 seats available for IT admissions yearly, and the government’s goal
is to increase this to 1.2 lakh per year
by 2024.
Universities could provide even more
trained graduates. At the same time, there
is a well-founded assumption that not all
universities that received state funding
for additional budget seats were able
to increase the supply of graduates to the
market, since the level of training does
not meet the requirements of the industry.
According to a Russoft survey, ‘Staffing
and the education system’, the level of
availability of the trained workforce for
the industry in 2020 was “below satisfactory” level standing at just 2.65 points

(out of 5). The lower estimation was
recorded back in 2013, and in 2012 it
was almost the same.
According to the plans of the surveyed
companies, the total number of their
employees will increase by 17% in 2021.
However, it is unlikely that these plans
can be fully implemented since there will
be no corresponding supply on the labour
market. The situation has not improved
during the first months of 2021 and,
apparently, the personnel problem will
be even more acute than last year,
Russoft predicts.
Commenting on the labour market in the
IT sector at the Russoft Association event
in July, Vladimir Vereshchagin, Managing
Director of Luxoft Russia, one of the
largest software development players
in Russia, acquired by DXC Technology
in 2019 for $2 billion, said the COVID-19
pandemic had a significant impact on
the labour scene in the IT sector.
“The trends of several past years, such
as growing shortage of experienced IT
specialists, rising salaries, increasing

Vladimir Rubanov, CTO of Huawei R&D
Russia, noted that promoting a better
image of the sector in the public
consciousness, working “shoulder to
shoulder” with universities and IT
companies for training students in software
development, and, finally, the availability
of high-profile jobs in Russia that could
prevent IT developers from leaving the
country in search for better career opportunities, could reverse the trend of a
growing shortage of IT developers.
“The training of high-skilled developers
should start with raising the popularity
of the profession itself. We are not talking
about specific skills that you need to train
people—the main thing is just to convey
to young people that being a developer
is classy. They will do the rest themselves.
Of course, we will have to help and teach
a lot more, but the main thing is to
change the perception of this profession
by school graduates,” he believes.
Industry leaders say universities should
work with leading companies to be able
to prepare highly skilled developers ready
to work in the real environment. And this
should be systematic cooperation for the
benefit of the entire industry, and not just
merely a private training of students for
the needs of a particular company. “If we,
as an industry, unite and help universities
attract and train more specialists,
everyone will benefit. I don’t believe in
the model where we ‘handcuff’ a firstyear student and demand that he works
with us after graduation, there is no
synergy in this,” Rubanov suggests.
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GREAT MINDS PREPARE TO FORGE NEW PATHS
FOUNDED IN 1930, THE UNIVERSITY OF TYUMEN IS CREDITED WITH PRODUCING SPECIALISTS IN 170 FIELDS.
THANKS TO ITS PROGRAMMES, THE UNIVERSITY DRAWS LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS, AND PROMOTES
INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION

25 of which were international graduates.
Students usually combine study with
research work in the X-BIO laboratories.
X-BIO has research groups in entomology,
soil biology, microbiology, genomics,
bioengineering, and others. Young scientists regularly receive Russian and international grants for research in the field
of biological safety. For the 2022 academic
year, postgraduates will join mega-grant
projects:
CarboRus,
TerrArctic,
AquaBioSafe, and Carbon Polygon
umbrella project.

he University of Tyumen (UTMN) is
the first university in the Tyumen
Oblast. Founded in 1930, UTMN
produces top-notch specialists in 170
fields. More than 20,000 students and
postgraduates choose UTMN annually,
including more than 2,500 international
students from more than 35 countries.

T

Like many global-facing institutions, the
University of Tyumen recognises the
critical need for specialists, researchers,
and experts in the field of biosafety. A
major interdisciplinary facility, the Institute
of Environmental and Agricultural Biology
(X-BIO) was established at UTMN in 2017.
The goal of the institute is to produce
world-class research by bringing together
scientists from many fields to focus on
specific agendas, such as biological
security. Andrei Tolstikov, the Vice-Rector
for Research and International Affairs,
believes it is the multidisciplinary
approach of X-BIO that will enable
researchers at the university to progress
towards solving major biosecurity
challenges. “We have specifically designed
research groups to bring together experts
from various disciplines,” he says. “Biologists, chemists, physicists, and mathematicians, among others, are working
together to develop new bioanalytical
tools to measure threats.”
Based on the U.S. News & World Report,
UTMN ranks among the top three Russian
universities in Plant and Animal Science.

The UTMN is included in the top 500 best
universities in this field while taking 23rd
place for international collaborations in
the same subject area. Over the past 10
years, the number of research publications in English at UTMN has significantly
increased. The Institute publishes the only
scientific journal, ‘Acarina’, in the country
dedicated to the study of ticks, which
is indexed by the international database,
Scopus.
The X-BIO Institute implements two
master’s programs—Plant Biosecurity
and Mathematical Biology and Bioinformatics—and
three
postgraduate
programs: Mycology, Soil Science and
Entomology. All programs are conducted
in English, which allows for an international environment. In 2020, 266 postgraduate students enrolled at the institute,

International collaboration is one of the
key factors in facilitating multifaceted
research. The Institute has a wide network
of partners, including leading global
universities in India. Chandigarh University,
one of the top three private universities
in India, is a long-standing partner
university of UTMN. Dr Dmitrii Gabyshev,
Researcher of X-BIO Microhydrodynamic
Technologies Laboratory, has visited
Panjab University, where he held a
meeting with Renuka Salwan, Director of
Public Relations, and Deepti Gupta, Dean,
International Students (DIS). The goal of
the visit was to establish an initial understanding of potential links between the
two universities and find common
interests for cooperation in the area of
student and faculty exchange, research,
and development projects. The university
is looking forward to deepening international connections and collaboration
on joint research projects.

RUSSIAN UNIVERSITIES IN QS WORLD UNIVERSITY RANKINGS
Size

Categories by number
of students

Res

Categories by level
of research activity

XL

>= 30000

VH

Very high

5

More than 100 years old

(Historic)

L

>= 12000

HI

High

4

50 – 100 years old

(Mature)

M

>= 5000

MD

Medium

3

25 – 50 years old

(Established)

S

< 5000

LO

Low

2

10 – 25 years old

(Young)

1

Less than 10 years old

(New)

University
Lomonosov Moscow State University
Saint Petersburg State University
Novosibirsk State University
Tomsk State University
Bauman Moscow State Technical University
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (MIPT / Moscow Phystech)
HSE University
RUDN University
National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics Institute)
Kazan (Volga region) Federal University
Ural Federal University - UrFU
MGIMO University
ITMO University
Peter the Great St. Petersburg Polytechnic University
National Research Tomsk Polytechnic University
Far Eastern Federal University
The National University of Science and Technology MISIS
National Research Saratov State University
Southern Federal University
Altai State University
Samara National Research University (Samara University)
Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University
Lobachevsky University
Sechenov University
Plekhanov Russian University of Economics
Saint Petersburg Electrotechnical University ETU-LETI
Ufa State Aviation Technical University
Financial University under the Government of the Russian Federation
Kazan National Research Technological University
Mendeleev University of Chemical Technology
Novosibirsk State Technical University
Perm State National Research University
Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration
South Ural State University (National Research University)
University of Tyumen
Irkutsk State University
Russian State University for the Humanities
Saint-Petersburg Mining University
Siberian Federal University, SibFU
The Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia
The National Research University "Belgorod State University"
Voronezh State University
Don State Technical University
MIREA - Russian Technological University
Moscow City University
Moscow Pedagogical State University
National Research University Moscow Power Engineering Institute (MPEI)
Russian State Agrarian University - Moscow Timiryazev Agricultural Academy

University age

Classification 2015
Size Res. Age
XL VH
L VH
M VH
M VH
L VH
M VH
XL VH
L
HI
M VH
L VH
L VH
M VH
M VH
L VH
M VH
L
HI
M VH
M VH
L VH
M VH
M VH
M HI
L VH
L VH
L VH
M VH
M VH
L VH
L
HI
M VH
M VH
M VH
XL VH
L
HI
M VH
L
HI
M HI
M VH
M VH
L
HI
M VH
L
HI
L
HI
L VH
L MD
L
HI
M VH
M HI

5
5
4
5
5
4
3
4
4
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
3
4
4
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
3
4
4
5
3
5
2
5
5
5
4
4
3
5
4
5

Age categories

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

108
256
317
484
338
436
507
636
515
574
621
397

108
258
291
377
306
350
411-420
601-650
401-410
501-550
601-650
350

476
488
695
703
639
628

411-420
400
551-600
601-650
551-600
551-600

95
240
250
323
291
355
382
501-550
373
441-450
491-500
373
601-650
401-410
386
601-650
501-550
551-600
551-600
801-1000

90
235
244
277
90
312
343
446
329
439
412
355
511-520
404
373
541-550
476
501-510
531-540
601-650
701-750

84
74
234
225
231
228
268
250
284
282
302
281
322
298
392
326
329
314
392
370
364
331
366
348
436
360
439
401
387
401
531-540
493
451
428
521-530 521-530
541-550 591-600
571-580
651-700 591-600

601-650

601-650 601-650

799

701+

701-750

753

701+

801-1000 801-1000 751-800 751-800
701-750

701+

801-1000 801-1000 801-1000 801-1000
801-1000
801-1000
801-1000 801-1000 801-1000

2021
78
242
246
272
281
290
305
317
319
347
351
362
365
393
395
461
487
531-540
531-540
561-570
581-590
651-700
651-700
651-700
701-750
701-750
701-750
801-1000
801-1000
801-1000
801-1000
801-1000
801-1000
801-1000
801-1000
1001-1200
1001-1200
1001-1200
1001-1200
1001-1200
1001-1200
1001-1200
1201+
1201+
1201+
1201+
1201+
1201+

Source: QS Quacquarelli Symonds Limited
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We understand this situation is very specific. We had discussions with heads of faculties, institutes and academies of the
RUDN, and we decided we would not expel foreign students.
We will make an individual schedule for everyone; we will shift
practical classes to the second semester, if necessary, or postpone
them by a year. We are convinced that the pandemic will end
someday. Well, I wish it happens faster. In order to fulfill our
obligations to provide quality education, it was decided to
transform the educational process in such a way the students
don’t get expelled.

WORKING WITH INDIA IS
A PRIORITY: RUDN
UNIVERSITY RECTOR
THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC HAS HAD A SEVERE IMPACT ON
HIGHER EDUCATION ACROSS THE GLOBE AS UNIVERSITIES
HAD TO SHUT THEIR DOORS IN RESPONSE TO LOCKDOWN
MEASURES. IN THE INTERVIEW WITH RUSSIA DIGEST, OLEG
YASTREBOV, RECTOR OF RUDN UNIVERSITY, SPEAKS ABOUT
ADAPTING TO THE NEW REALITY WITHOUT COMPROMISING
THE QUALITY AS WELL AS ABOUT MAKING EXTRA EFFORT
TO ATTRACT INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

One of the key criteria for the status of any university
is its position in the world university rankings. What
are the goals that the RUDN has set for the next 5-10 years
and how are you planning to achieve those?

❚ Oleg Yastrebov, Rector, Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia

lthough higher education institutions were quick to
replace face-to-face lectures with online learning,
the pandemic affected learning and examinations as
well as the safety and legal status of international students
in their host country. Perhaps most importantly, the crisis
raises questions about the value offered by a university
education which includes networking and social opportunities
as well as educational content. To remain relevant, universities will need to reinvent their learning environments so that
digitalisation expands and complements student-teacher and
other relationships.

A

Oleg Yastrebov was appointed as Rector of Peoples’ Friendship
University of Russia (RUDN University) in May, 2020. Doctor of
Law, Doctor of Economics, author of 200 scientific publications and 3 monographs, Yastrebov has previously headed the
Law Institute of RUDN University, which ranks among the five
best law schools in Russia.
How did the COVID-19 pandemic affect the university
as well as your decisions and actions as rector of the
University?
Of course, the virus and the disease it causes are very serious
and dangerous. It affected all countries with no exception. At
RUDN, we took a careful, systematic approach to solving the
difficulties that arose. We have a large university with tens of
thousands of students and teachers, for whom, as rector, I
am responsible.
We have been very careful when it comes to the safety and
health of our students and teachers. We consulted doctors of
RUDN’s own medical institute. Our specialists are one of the
leading experts in virology. Of course, they adhered to all sanitary
requirements.
From the point of view of the educational process, of course,
there was no time to think much, we had to act quickly. We must
pay tribute to the fact that the university was one of the very
first in the country to start adopting digitisation, and we were
ready for the remote education process. Within a few weeks,
we have rebuilt the entire educational process online, and so
far we continue in the same mode.
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We are participating in the Project 5-100 [Russian Education
Ministry’s program to raise competitiveness of universities in
the global market]. We believe that the program’s main KPI is to
improve the university’s ranking in the international ratings.
RUDN, among all the universities participating in the Project
5-100, has advanced the most in the rankings.

What’s your prediction regarding returning to the traditional (offline) form of education, or will digital education
be the new normal?
I am all for the traditional (offline) form of education. I’ll explain
why. To educate a person intellectually and not to educate
him morally is a big time bomb, when we think of our society.
Naturally, a university is not just a set of some courses, a university
is an ecosystem, where in addition to academic program, there
is a broader education component. I am sure we and the entire
world will return to the offline, traditional (offline) form of
education, although digitalisation in the educational sector will
grow significantly. I think some 30% of the educational content
will remain digital. I am sure whenever it is appropriate, there
could be some online lectures, but I think we will never switch
to the online education process completely.
For you as the rector of RUDN, this format is more
acceptable, or will you combine the traditional and digital
formats?
Of course, we will combine both. We are a university offering
traditional education and there is no substitute for live communication between a professor and a student, but at the same
time we are a “flexible” university, we are the university of
the future, and we understand that we need to keep up with the
progress and of course we will actively use digital platforms,
including digital master’s degree programs.

Education is a paid service. Sooner or later, RUDN students
will raise the issue of reducing prices for online educational programs, as we have seen in the case of Moscow
State University, for example. What kind of solution do
you see?
I believe that with the transition to online education process,
we have not lost quality and our teaching staff is working even
harder than before. It is not true that after switching to online,
due to COVID-19, we have lowered the quality and we have
to charge less. I believe that education fees should not be reduced.
On the other hand, we understand that a large group of the

❚ Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University), Moscow

population has economic difficulties and, of course, it is necessary
to support students.
We need to increase the number of. scholarships and introduce
some other support measures. We provide additional support
for those students who want to return to their homeland. We
are ready to partially compensate for the costs of moving. We
have cancelled the payment in the dormitories for the period
when students do not stay there.
During the pandemic, we spent huge amounts of money on
isolating students who fell ill, or those students who came
into contact with people infected, we provided medical services
at the expense of the university, including four hot meals a day.
We have spent tens of millions of roubles to help students survive
these difficult times. I believe that it is necessary to support
students, but not by reducing prices for educational content.
Of course, the university had not earned some of the profits, but
it’s the management’s headache. The university should diversify
its sources of earning as much as possible, and we see that every
year we increase our income not only from the educational activities, but from scientific activities, especially from experimental
R&D, among other sources. We have been increasing this revenue
every year and are now increasing it even more intensively to
compensate for the shortfall in expenses that we have incurred
due to the pandemic. In general, today we have a consistently
balanced balance sheet. In the near-medium term, we do not
see any financial hardships.

Many foreign students cannot come to Russia due to
COVID-19 related restrictions. Thus, they cannot attend
practical classes. According to some media reports, a
number of universities have expelled students for missing
practical classes. What can be done in this situation?

More to that, in last 4 years, RUDN has jumped by 400 points
in the QS World University Rankings, which was the biggest
improvement not just among all Russian universities, but among
all universities globally. We rank 326th now. No university in the
world has made such a leap.
We also want to participate in the new academic leadership
program for universities, where ranking is no longer the main
KPI. But as an international university with students from 160
countries we want to keep this indicator as a major one. Of
course, we have already reached a result which is more difficult
to improve further, you cannot just jump up 100 points in a year.
We’ve set a target of getting into the top 200 of the global ranking
and into the top 3 ranking in Russia. What is most important
—people, our scientists, professors, teachers. The policy to recruit
the best of the best is the basis for improving the ranking.

In the modern world, educational programs related to
cybersecurity, AI, robotics, space exploration, biomedicine, and nanotechnology are becoming increasingly
popular and demanded. Are there such programs at RUDN,
and are there any taught in English and designed for
foreign students?
I would say that all these programs are based on fundamental
mathematics. Mathematics is one of our priority areas. We
are considered leaders not only in Russia, but also globally,
for educational programs in the field of mathematics.
Based on this, we have developed a number of master’s degree
programs in AI, programming, and big data taught at the Faculty
of Physical and Mathematical Sciences and at our Engineering
Academy. The demand for these programs is growing every year.
A cybersecurity program is being developed separately and is
being launched this year.
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As for space, we are one of the main universities in Russia having
our own flight control centre, where students can control satellites in real mode. Subjects related to applied space exploration
are actively taught here. We are seriously studying space law at
the Law Institute, which is in principle a sub-branch of international law. We are considered as leaders in terms of studying
legal issues related to space.
Nanotechnologies and biomedicine are also actively taught at
the RUDN. Now we are developing a large biomedical cluster.
Programs in genomics, bioengineering, bioinformatics will be
introduced in the next few years, this is the priority of our development within the academic leadership program that we are
part of. Moreover, we are probably building the most modern
vivarium and a biomedical cluster, where not less than 37,000
square feet are allocated for laboratories.

About 3,50,000 students leave India every year to study
at foreign universities. First of all, they get admissions in
USA, Great Britain, Canada and Australia. India is one of
Russia’s key business partners, but the flow of Indian
students to Russian universities is significantly lower
than to the mentioned countries. For example, the number
of Indian students at RUDN is not much at the moment,
despite quite affordable costs. What could be the reasons
for this?
To date, we have 120 students from India studying at our
university, which, in my opinion, is a very small number. You have
named the top countries where Indian students travel for studies.
Of course, one of the main problems is that education in English
is quite undeveloped in the Russian Federation. Russian is our
primary language of education, and this language is quite complex
and, in my opinion, it is a kind of barrier for the international
students.
Russia also does not stand a competition with these Western
countries when it comes to marketing. In my opinion, we do not
promote our country enough.
We have now appointed a new vice-rector for strategic communications at RUDN, whose main task is to convey to the whole
world that it is comfortable and interesting to study here in
Russia, that we have our own modern educational environment.
Russia should be promoted better as a world-class educational
and cultural centre in global platforms and on social networks.
For some reason, there is a common perception that education
in Russia is only in the Russian language, that the environment
here is not multicultural. But this hasn’t been the case for long
time now. But we will do our best to change this perception.
Compared to European countries, the cost of education in Russia
is very competitive, although, for example, studying at RUDN
university in Moscow is much more expensive than studying
in some of Russia’s regions. I understand that at the times when
economy is in crisis, students make their choices based on
the cost of education. Of course, we have not worked in this
direction previously. We definitely haven’t worked hard enough
in this direction before, and I think that in the next 5 years we
will make significant progress.
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DR JUGENDRA SINGH RAGHAV IS AN RUDN ALUMNUS, WHERE HE EARNED HIS
DOCTORATE. HIS IMPRESSIVE CAREER BEGAN IN RUSSIA AND SPANS ACROSS
SEVERAL SECTORS—FROM EXPORTS TO MANUFACTURING. BEING A PASSIONATE
FOLLOWER AND PROMOTER OF AYURVEDA, DR SINGH FOUNDED THE INSTITUTE
OF ORIENTAL MEDICINE (IOM) IN RUDN (PEOPLES’ FRIENDSHIP UNIVERSITY OF
RUSSIA) WHICH BECAME OPERATIONAL IN SEPTEMBER 2014. THE OFFICIAL
INAUGURATION, HOWEVER, TOOK PLACE ON 5 FEBRUARY 2015, TIMED TO
COINCIDE WITH THE FOUNDATION DAY OF RUDN.

Many Asian students are looking to settle down in the
country where they study. In Western countries, this is
relatively easier as student are provided with many options
to stay in the country after graduation. How does it work
in Russia? Many graduates say the migrations issues are
quite challenging in Russia.
The President of Russia has given instructions to increase the
number of foreign students who stay in Russia after graduation.
The number of such students who settle down in Russia has to
increase, and this was set as KPI for Russia’s Education Ministry.
As per the President’s order, the amendments to the migration
legislation and the Labor Code were prepared, and RUDN played
a significant role in this process. The vast majority of barriers have
been removed, the government of Russia is interested and offers
additional opportunities for foreign graduates to settle here.

RUDN is the only university in Eastern Europe and the CIS
that has an Institute of Oriental Medicine. Are you planning
to develop this area to attract more Chinese, Indian and
Tibetan doctors?
First of all, we are very proud that we are the only university
where such a large, modern institute of Oriental Medicine is
functioning. It was decided to expand it, bringing together our
classical Medical Institute and the Institute of Oriental Medicine,
in order to make a shift from pure practice to a scientific approach
possible. We expect that the Institute of Oriental Medicine will
become a platform for conducting research, in close cooperation with our Medical Institute. I have no doubts that this is
useful and very much possible.

We have heard that the RUDN has a plan in the near future
to invite the Prime Minister of India and present him with
a certificate of Honorary Doctor. Is this really true?
We are currently working on this issue with the association
of graduates from India. It is a great honor for us. We have very
strict criteria of awarding this title. Not many people in the
world carry it. Working with India is one of our
priorities, so we will be proud if such an opportunity is given
to us.
Interviewed by Devadathan Nair

❚ Dr Jugendra Singh Raghav, MD of Stork
International, GmbH, and Founder of The
Institute of Oriental Medicine

o bring the best of Indian heritage
and leave its trace in Russia—this
has always been my most cherished
dream! What could be more befitting than
connecting with the 5,000-year-old traditions of Ayurveda and establishing an
organisation to promote the legacy?
Ayurveda, known as the ‘Mother of All
Healing’, is a science of life with a holistic
approach that connects the body, mind
and spirit. Six years ago, the RUDN
Institute of Oriental Medicine was established. It was my alma mater that made
my dream come true!

project. I remain grateful not only for their
support but also for the knowledge and
experience I gained interacting with them
while setting up the institute.

Vladimir Mikhailovich Filippov, President
of RUDN, and Oleg Alexandrovich
Yastrebov, the current Rector, have
provided unwavering support in this

Belonging to the segment of additional
courses, IOM is a subdivision of RUDN
University. The main objective of the
institute is to popularise oriental medicine
and familiarise Russian doctors with the
methods and additional scope in reflexology, neurology and other related areas.
In short, the institute is designed to give
wings to aspirations of anyone and
everyone, interested in holistic healing
practices, natural healthcare, and
maintaining longevity.

T

Today, at IOM, students from different cities
of Russia study Ayurveda, yoga therapy,
and Tibetan medicine. Majority of the
specialists are Indians, who have earned
their degrees in India. Besides them, we
also have a large team of Russian
specialists.Thus, there is an active exchange
of knowledge and experience between the
two countries, which is so important.

Initially, the institute had four departments:
Ayurveda, Chinese medicine, Tibetan
medicine and herbal medicine. Later, it
became necessary to add the department
of algology (study of pain), rehabilitation
and homeopathy. IOM professors are

practising doctors with classical medical
education. Some have also earned
additional diplomas from some of the
countries that are represented in our
Institute.
The main activity of IOM is training medical
workers in methods of treatment and
diagnostics using the principles of oriental
medicine. In addition, we conduct professional retraining and upgrade programmes
of advanced training for medical workers,
strictly adhering to the regulations of the
Russian Federation.
In addition to training, IOM conducts
various educational activities. The institute
organises events like Days of Chinese
Medicine and participates in all Ayurvedic
events that take place in Moscow. IOM
actively cooperates with the Indian
Ministry of Ayush and we have an Ayush
chair in our institute, represented by a
professor of Ayurveda.
Today, IOM is thriving with more and more
Russian specialists and international
students joining us. Thus, adding another
milestone to the illustrious growth of
RUDN. It is for this reason that in my career
of over 25 years, the foundation of IOM,
remains closest to my heart.
Interviewed by Debasmita Moulick
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ADDRESS BY ROSOBORONEXPORT
DIRECTOR GENERAL ALEXANDER MIKHEEV

CONGRATULATIONS FOR THE
ECONOMIC TIMES, RUSSIA
DIGEST SPECIAL ISSUE

ADDRESS BY RZD
INTERNATIONAL DIRECTOR
GENERAL SERGEY STOLYAROV

On behalf of the Business Council
for Cooperation with India, I would
like to warmly and cordially
congratulate all residents of the
Republic of India on its Independence Day.
I strongly believe that
partnership relations between our
countries, efforts of representatives of the business and expert
communities, professional and
public organisations will allow us to strengthen and
deepen friendship and mutual understanding between
our people, as well as contribute to constructive
cooperation between the state authorities of the
Russian Federation and the Republic of India.

Dear colleagues and all people of India,
on behalf of RZD International, let me
congratulate you on your Independence Day! May the spirit of this day
give you courage to chase your dreams
of freedom and economic progress,
and bring unity and prosperity to your
families! Being a part of Russian
Railways Holding, we completely
endorse your intention to develop
mobility and equal access to opportunities, provided by a great country, the Republic of India,
and its new transport network solutions. Happy Independence Day!

Dear friends,
On behalf of Rosoboronexport, Russia’s state
special exporter of military, dual-use and civilian
products, technologies and services, I welcome
and congratulate you on the Independence Day
of the Republic of India.
Russia and India have been supporting and
building up a mutually beneficial strategic
partnership for decades. The bilateral militarytechnical cooperation between our countries is growing stronger
every year. It’s very important for us to have such a strong and reliable
partner in the world as India.
At the recent MAKS-2021 Air Show, the Indian pilots of the Sarang
aerobatic team delighted the visitors to the exhibition and drew a
heart in the sky over Russia. The Indian frigate Tabar, built in St.
Petersburg to Project 11356 and transferred to the Indian Navy
by Rosoboronexport, participated in the naval parade in honor of
Navy Day along with Russian ships. At Army-2021, one of the world’s
largest military-technical forums, which will be held near Moscow,
a whole pavilion of Indian defence enterprises is being prepared for
showcasing.
Rosoboronexport and Rostec State Corporation are ready to cooperate
with India in any direction. Today, we are conducting joint research
work in more than 100 promising areas, laying extensive groundwork
for the development of high-tech industries of both countries in the
future.
We are implementing joint projects for all services of the armed
forces, and the degree of cooperation between the enterprises of
the two countries is unique for the world market. The long-term
cooperation with HAL Corporation continues on the licensed
production of the Su-30MKI fighters, which make up the IAF’s largest
fighter fleet. The production of Ka-226T helicopters is expected to
begin by Indo-Russian Helicopters Limited. The T-90 tanks are produced
for the Indian Army at the Heavy Vehicles Factory in Avadi, while the
Mango APFSDS anti-tank rounds are manufactured at the Ministry
of Defense of India’s Ordnance Factories. Rosoboronexport, Kalashnikov Concern and Ordnance Factories Board are planning to produce
Kalashnikov assault rifles with a final 100% localisation in India. The
construction of Project 11356 frigates for the Indian Navy is under
preparation at the Goa Shipyard Ltd.
I’m sure that our countries are moving forward hand in hand to
achieve the well-being and prosperity of the people of Russia and
India. Our cooperation is based on unprecedented trust at all levels
of interstate interaction, on long-term ties and mutual respect.
Congratulations on the most important public holiday, dear Indian
friends!

S.E. Cheremin
Minister of the Government of Moscow,
Head of the Department for
External economic and
International relations of the city of Moscow,
Chairman of the Business Council
for Cooperation with India

ADDRESS BY ANDREY LEBEDEV,
VICE PRESIDENT FOR PROJECTS
IN INDIA AND PROSPECTIVE
PROJECTS, JSC
ATOMSTROYEXPORT (ROSATOM
STATE CORPORATION
ENGINEERING DIVISION)
For India, the development of its
own nuclear power has always
been a symbol of freedom and
independence. Of course, on
Independence Day of India, our
joint project, Kudankulam NPP,
acquires a special meaning. To
date, we have jointly launched the
construction of the fifth power unit
of the nuclear power plant and are
getting ready for the “first
concrete” at the sixth unit. The site for the construction
of the next units of the latest generation is under
review.
We are happy to congratulate our Indian friends on
Independence Day and to wish success and continued
prosperity to the beautiful country.
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MESSAGE FROM
ALEXANDER STUGLEV
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
ROSCONGRESS FOUNDATION
On the occasion of India’s celebration
of Independence Day, I would like to
congratulate the Indian nation in a
personal capacity and on behalf of the
Roscongress Foundation, and wish
them continued success, stability and
prosperity on this landmark day. We
hold the active participation of Indian
delegations in key Roscongress
Foundation events in very high regard
and are always delighted to welcome
our esteemed guests to Russia. I would also like to
acknowledge the important role of our Indian partners,
who provide comprehensive assistance in the implementation of initiatives aimed at strengthening economic
ties between our nations.
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MESSAGE FROM CHANDRAJIT
BANERJEE, DIRECTOR GENERAL,
CONFEDERATION OF INDIAN INDUSTRY
FOR RIC MEDI
A very Happy Independence Day to all!
As the COVID-19 pandemic reshapes the
economic and trade relations between
countries rapidly, the privileged strategic
partnership between India and Russia
continues to strengthen with consistency
and predictability. The dynamic leadership
of both countries have remained in regular
touch during the pandemic to examine ways
to leverage the partnership between our
nations. Joint manufacturing of Sputnik vaccine is one such
example of this unparalleled partnership between our nations.
As a partner in government’s efforts, Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII) is leading the forward-looking economic agenda
between India and Russia in the post-Covid world. New frontiers
of partnership have been formed to harness the strengths of
the two countries across sectors such as the hi-tech sector,
biotechnology, nanotechnology, AI, space, start-up and innovation,
pharmaceuticals and healthcare.
The multilayered collaboration between CII and its Institutional
partners in Russia has acquired great significance in the time
of COVID-19 pandemic which has caused widespread disruption
in the global business community. To provide continuity to
the interactions between the business communities of both
nations, CII along with support from industry bodies in Russia
has created digital platforms to keep the engagement robust
with the business community, connect with authorities,
streamline and channelise information, share concerns and
challenges, and offer recommendations. These digital platforms
have evolved into an exciting new place to do business negotiations, organise meetings and conferences and to tap opportunities to invest as well as expand market base.
In last 16 months, CII has organised more than 20 online business
missions for Russian regions and agencies like Skolkovo
Foundation and Russian Export Centre to promote sectoral
partnerships between SMEs, regions and start-ups in both
countries. Business interactions through digital platforms have
benefited the companies from both countries in sectors such
as tourism, IT, energy, metallurgy, transport equipment,
production and processing technologies for mineral resources,
water treatment, waste management, medical devices, wood
processing products, agricultural and food products.
CII is committed to deepen the economic and trade cooperation between the two countries. We have a proactive and
exciting agenda to build strong partnership of future with Russian
enterprises and institutions!
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